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;(ornell Demonstration R. s. 800thr0yd B I C Sweeps Entire Slate 
F , •1 T M • 1• ElectedToHead 
. Ills O ateraa ize F~!~0~8Bo~.!~thaoa for 66-97 Class Eledions 
insurance executive, was elected 
president of The Friends of 
Ithaca College at the annual din-
ner Sunday evening, May 15, at 
Joe Pieper Senior President 
Egbert Union on the South Hill -------------------------1 BIC swept the twelve class 
campus. 8•11 S h b A • d office positions in the recent l\lr. Boothroyd was graduated I C au ppo1nte Class Elections held on Tuesday, 
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affairs. At the present time he ch·1ef Court Jus1·1ce Executive Committee. is also chairman of the Col- BIC candidates Joe Pieper, 
lege's annual alumni fund. president; Dale Ellis, vice presi-
Member of ttae· SheriW1 Department calmly watching the serene 
"demonstration'' at Ithaca College last Saturday, 
The other officers for the year 
beginning on July 1 are Thomas Student Court wishes to an-
Bennett, president of the First nounce that William Schaub has 
National Bank and Trust Com- been appointed as the new Chief 
pany, vice president; and Mrs. Justice. Bill will be a junior ma-
Lillian Vail '21, College alumni joring in chemistry, active in 
secretary and treasurer. Zeta Sigma Nu, Delta Kappa, 
The Friends of Ithaca College, 
A. C. Dingwall 
Director of PT 
To Retire an organization of prominent Newman Club, and presently a 
citizens, organizations and firms dorm advisor. Bill is a Dean's A,. Garman Dingwall, who a 
in the Ithaca ~ea who · provide List student. quarter century ago conceived 
support to the College, have con- Fred Laskey has also been the idea of a school in which 
tributed through their dues and elected to student court. Fred young men and women could be 
gifts a total of $41,881 so far trained to help wounded and dis-
this year to the College, the re- will be a Junior majoring in abled veterans and others to be 
demonstration· that never ------------ tiring president, Joseph McCon- chemistry, active in Hillel and a rehabilitated, will retire from 
, struck Ithaca College last c }} f A & s nell, told the 431 members and Dean's List student. the faculty of Ithaca College on 
, :Saturday. Three members of the O ege O gueSts assembled at the dinner. We would like to congratulate June ao. 
Total membership in The He will leave the Division of 
Sheriff's department were called AnnouncesNew Friends has reached 347, he said, both men on their new appoint- Physical Therapy which came 
in to contain the multitudes of noting that it was the largest ments. into being in the fall of 1944. 
Cornellian ~t exam protesters, number since the organization The court would like it to be During the 22 years that have 
~o never showed. Departm_. __ e __ nt_ s was started eight years ago. known to the student body that passed since then, Dr. Dingwall 
H d D'llin h "d t has seen the division become 
.. By 1:15 it was obvious that owar 1 g am, pres1 en we feel this past year has been an At the last regular faculty f th c ll 'd th t th one of the leaders of its kind in 
the proposed march was non- meeting of the College of Arts O e O ege, sru a e exceptional one in that the mem-
1 · o t th c ll g the country. During those years 
W, ·stant, and the college could annua me me 
O e O e e f t d t th d Sciences for the 1~1966 from The Friends was the equi- her o cases presen e o e that he had directed the Divis-
return to its normal Saturday school year, Dean R. Davies an- valent to a one million dollar en- court has been considerably less ion, it has set the pace for pro-
. afternoon routine. nou_nced the ~ppointment of ,the dowment. than in previous years. fessional preparation of physi-
f th dd d chairmen of sixteen departments . cal therapists with several firsts 1'.he p~ose O e a e for the 1966-67 school year. In ------------------------ to its credit. 
lice -force was to keep the announcing the appointments, M h B d Ph It was the first to set up a 
onstrators out of the Union- Dean Davies pointed out that two at ew ra y otos four year professional program 
ere the draft exam was being of these are for new departments leading to the Bachelor of Sci-
ld. The administration had no and briefly explained the· reason 0. I d A M ence degree; it was the first to jection to the demonstration fo;h~e:p:t!::i of Art, which tsp aye at ' rt useum ~:at/c;:~d:!e~o! s::;ily,y:~~ 
· long as the exam was not dis-
a year ago had one part-time A selection of photographs taken by Mathew B. Brady during has become one of the largest as 
bed. teacher, will next year include the American Civil War will be displayed at the Ithaca College well as one of the finest training 
Ironically the exam did not in addition two .full-time ~achers Museum of Art, starting Tuesday, May 17 and ·continuing ~ente~s for physical therapists 
on schedule. It took the becau~e of rap1~ly growmg stu- throu h Saturday, May 28. Also on display durin_g the same per- m this c.ountry. 
octor, Mr .. Kenneth Whitehead, dent. mter~sts m the ~xpanded iod Ju be an exhibition entitled "The Artisit: Visage and Dr. Dmgw~ll de~eloped ~d-
.er 45 nnnut~s t? re.ad -~e offenngs m t!1,e creative arts. y· . ,, hich w s ri inall _ slated for the opening of the mu- van~~d techruques m teaching 
tructions, which, m his opm- Though operating as _a separate is10n, w a O g Y physical therapy, as well as set-
: were harder than the ·exllJ]l unit under a Board of Directors, seum on May 4· 
15
, _____________ ting up programs under which 
elf. the Ithaca College Museum of Mathew Brady <1823·90> the students became skilled in 
The exam will be held again Art will be related administra- famous for the p~otographs .h.e G Jf 0·1 c new and improved methods of 
morrow afternoon at 12:30, and lively through the Deparbnent of took not only du_rmg the Civil u I orp. treatment. The physical therapy 
on June 3, in the Union Art to the academic programs of War, but also pnor and subse- · student at Ithaca College spends 
creation room. the College. quent to the c~nfli~t. ~ one Gives I c $7 000 three years on campus, the 
A second newly created depart. ~ense~ he was a historian-J?umal- ' . fourth year at the Albert Ein-
cEvilly Given 
ord Grant 
ment for the aproaching school 1st with a camera, capturing on Ithaca College bas received a stein College of Medicine, where 
year will be that of Speech his lens the scen~s of. ~ar and grant of $7,500 from the Gulf he completes his professional 
Pathology and 'Audiology. Repre- p~ace and of leading c~t~ens of Oil Corporation, it was an- training. He receives his degree 
senting one of the fastest grow- his day. When the C!vil ~ar d t d b H ard Dil- at the completion of an intern-
ing units in the College, Speech began, he took to the field w.ith ~ounce O a~ Y ow ship of three months. 
Pathology 'and Audiology will tl!e Union army, photographin? lingham, President of the Col- Dr. Dingwall, who has spent 
combine in one department in- as he went, even though hand1- lege. most of his adult life in the 
structional work in the profes- capped by the slow processes of The grant will be used toward field of physical therapy, is not 
Wayne McEvilly assistant pro- sional field and extensive service that period: He took pictures of equipping the College library, going to abandon it now that he 
sor of pbiloso;by, bas been to the community through its s~f me~tings _o,f generals, of which was completed last fall. is retiring. He plans to move 
arded a Ford Foundation clinic. In addition, a graduate artille~ m P?s1tion and appar- . . back to West Belmar, New Jer-
t for this coming summer. program in speech pathology and ently in action-actually they The grant is part of the Cor sey, where he has owned a h~me 
. ill t' hi audiology will be introduced were not-of wounded suffer- poration's Educational Assistance for many years, and continue 
D~. McEvilly w ~n :uesk .~ during the 1966-67 school year ing from their wounds, and so Program which is providing 47 his work, mostly as a consultant, 
dies in . Ad~anc~ ~ : with a complete program but on. He had to confine himself capital grants totalling $745,000 he says, in a limited capacity. 
dent; Dwayne Pavlock, treasurer; 
and BJ Ponzio, secretary; were 
elected as Senior Class officers. 
The Progressive Party nominees 
for the same offices were the 
Junior Class officers: Dave Hum-
phreys, president; Dave Barton, 
vice president; Phil Sloat, treas-
urer; and Rene Burrough, secre-
tary. 
For the Junior Class, the new 
officers are: Pete Burrel, presi-
dent; Mike Wheaton, vice presi-
dent; Jayne Dearth, treasurer; 
and Tana Lockwood, secretary. 
The BIC ticket was opposed by 
the Realistic ticket including can-
didates Lanse Hyde, president; 
Lee Gavet, vice president; John 
Crittenden, treasurer; and Pat 
Salzberg, secretary. 
For the Sophomore Class offi-
cers there were three parties in 
contention. 
The winners are: Danny Baker, 
president; Sandi Barton, vice 
president; Bill Tauer, treasurer; 
and Pam Bradley, secretary. The 
Progressive Party opposed them 
with: Ron Chasen, president; Judy 
Gould, vice president; Steve Hoff. 
man, treasurer; and Penny Ford, 
secretary. The candidates on the 
New Party were: Dick Weingart, 
president; Mike Miller, vice presi-
(Continued on page 9) 
350 Seniors 
To Graduate 
On June 4 
Approximately 440 persons 
will receive degrees during an-
nual commencement exercises at 
Ithaca College on Saturday, 
June 4. This will be the largest 
number ever to be graduated 
from the college in a single 
year since its founding in 1892. 
It is expected that about 350 
bachelor's degrees and about 90 
master's degrees will be award· 
ed. 
~ S~skrit 11 .era ure a e limited enrollment as a planned largely to the Northen army, this year to educational institu- (Continued on page S) 
versity of Chicago. . first step to full enrollment in with the result that there are tions. These are given by the .-------------, 
Previously, Dr. McEvilly was a September 1967. several thousand photographs of Corporation in an effort to assist 
~d F?undation F~llow _at ~e The sixteen departments of the Federal troops and their lead· institutions in meeting antici-
The main speaker at Com-
mencement exercises Saturday 
will be Ewald B. Nyquist, deputy 
director of Education of the 
State of New York. He has spe-
cial responsibilities in the area 
of policy and program develop-
ment and for coordinating the 
administration of the depart-
ment's many programs. 
1vers1ty of Wisconsin m College of Arts and Sciences with ers, but only a few of the Con- pated growth requrements, in 
dian Studies. their chairmen for the 1966-67 federates. replacing obsolete buildings and 
He is presently a New York school year are as follows: The Brady exhibit, loaned by equipment, and in expanding 
OF SPECIAL INTEREST 
IN THE ITHACAN 
THIS WEEK 
te Faculty Scholar in Orien· College of Arts and Sciences Ansco, is significant in that the their services. 
Thought, and a member of Department Chairman 1966-67 prints were made from the orig, This is the third grant that I.C. Choir 
Iumbia University's Faculty Art, Mr. Kent Floeter; Biology, inal plates taken by Brady, and Ithaca College has received from Summer Study 
pg, 2 
minar in Oriental Thought. Dr. Louis A. DeLanney; . Chemis- reveal the -true craftsmanship of the Gulf Oil Corporation, a Program .. pg. 2 
McEvilly had published book: try, Dr. Robert F. Pasternack; the man, as well as bis artistry capital grant in 1963 of $5,000 Letters .. .. . .. pg. 5 
ews in the fields of Existen- Drama.Speech, Professor George of composition and his sense of toward the Science Building, and Workshop .. .. .. ... .. . .. pg. 9 
m, Indian philosophy, and R.,Hoerner; Economics and Busi- history and journalism. Usually, $4,320 in unrestricted grants cov-
sthetics. He has also written ness Administration, Dr. Harold L his photographs, reprinted in ering the period 1958-1964, Tennis .................... pg. lO 
'cles on Indian philosophy Hinkelman; Education, Dr. books or displayed elsewhere, bringing the total to date to Frosh Baseball ..... · -- pg, lO 
d Aesthetics. (Continued on page :, ) (Continued on page 9) $16,820. 
,._ __________ __, 
' .. : .. 
The Commencement will be 
held in the Physical Education 
Center, starting at 10 Saturday 
forenoon. 
The baccalaureate service will 
be held Friday evening, June 3, 
starting at 8 in the auditorium 
of Ford Hall. The main speaker 
will be the Rev. Richard Gilbert 
of the Unitarian Church in 
Ithaca. The Rev. William Graf, 
Catholic chaplain, will give the 
invocation and benediction. 
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Senior Picnic Camp~ Chest 
To Be Held June 2 Jncreaies Siz.~ Summer AciiV'iEies 
<' 
', 
IC Choir to Tour 
E:urope in July All graduating seniors are ex- .: pected to be present £or a com- Barry Rosenblood, treasurer A full schedule of activities The Schootbf MU$ic will con. . ' 
mencement rehearsal on June 2 of the Campus. Chest, has an- both on and off-campus is · ex- duct seven workshops. from June 
1966 at 3:00 p.m. in the physicai nounced that all funds which pected at Ithaca College during 28 through July ~- Included will, The Ithaca College Choir of 50 auspices of America House of 
voices will make a four-week the United States Information 
tour of Western Europe this Service. 
s?mmer, during which it wi~l It will spend July 18 and 19 in 
smg at. two world . famous fes~- Hamburg, where it will give a 
vals, will appear .. m concert ~n concert, and then will move on 
a number of cities, and will to Cologne for two days. It will 
make. . several appeara~ces on go to Frankfort on July 22 and 
television and over radio. then on to Munich for another 
The tour was arranged after appearance during a three day 
the Choir's director, Associate stay, July 24-27. 
Professor Gregg Smith, was in- . . . . 
vited to bring it to the festival O~ July 28 it will arnve . m 
at Krefell, Germany in mid-July. Paris for _two days of vacation 
Prof. Smith and his wife will before flymg to London for a 
lead the group on its tour, assis- broadca_st over BBC ~n August 
ted by Mr. and Mrs. David J. 2. It will return to this country 
Keough. Mrs. Keough is a grad- after the BBC broadcast. 
uate student in Music Education. During the tour the Choir will 
The Choir will give a concert sing contemporary American 
in Ford Hall on Tuesday eve- music, American folk songs and 
ning, July 5, at 8:30. The next spirituals, and will present sev-
moming the group will leave for eral songs by Charles Ives. 
Europe by plane, and is due to Prof. Smith, in announcing 
arrive Thursday, July 7 in Lon- plans for the tour, said that he 
don. From there it will go by hoped to make such trips to Eur-
train to Langollen, Wales, to ope with the Choir every two 
participate in the International years. Most of the students mak-
education building. were given to the Bruce Robke the summer session. be six con~rts at Ford Music 
. . and Jon Zuris Scholarship funds The graduate program during Hall· featuring world renown 
Followmg t~e graduabo_n re- will now be handled by the cam- intersession June 28 through instrumental ensembles as the 
hearsal a seruor party will be pus Chest in a joint memorial Juir 8 and during the regular Guarneri String Quartet, the 
held at Newhart Lodge. A band, scholarship fund . k t 1 •. , 11 New York Brass Quinte+ and f d d b ill b . six wee summer erm wY -~ oo , an eer w e the fare through A t 19 will h . the Clarion Woodwind Quinte~ of the evening. All seniors and The mo~ey has b~en placed in :ugus ave a along with the Ithaca Colle 
their dates are invited . At the the bank along with funds of record enrollment. More courses h . th th trin ksh ge 
rehearsal maps will . be fur- the Cam~us . Chest. Each year !han ever before will be offered :.U~irthe :a!:uwor~og .wor op 
nished for those who need them scholarships m the amount of m p~ysical education, music . On the undergr d~ te l l 
to get to the lodge $500 will be given out in the education, and general educatiQn. . a a eve , 
. . name of -~ese two boys. The Instruction will also be given at 58 courses . will be offered on 
All seruors who expect to at- principal from the .funds will be five off-campus-sites. Again this campus dunng the s~er ses. 
tend the party should sign a list left in the bank under the di- summer a program. will be sion'. 
in the Union, Dorm 11 or Dorm rection of campus Chest so that given to meet requirements to- Members of the faculty of the 
12. ID numbers wlll cut fo?d the scholarships will be per- ward the New York State physi- School· of Health and Physical 
expenses f?r the party. The list petual. c' education directors certifl- Education, the College· of Arts 
must be signed by May 28. . cate. and Sciences and consultants Along with the Bruce Robke- . · ' . . 
Co~encem~nt announcements Jon Zuris scholarships, Campus . Summer study abroad enroll-. from other institutions ·will m-
are in the Umon bookstore and Chest will continue .to give ment for graduate, undergrad: 1;truct 40 Peace Corps Volun-
~hould be . purchased soon. Sen- scholarships in the form of work uate and teacher certification teers for . service in. U~guaj. 
iors who did n~t order announce- with the Ithacan subscriptions cr~t has exceeded any other ~e eight week program ~ be-
ments may purchase them since and in grants. Money for these year. For the .first time a course gm June 26 and continue 
extra announcements were or- scholarships will be raised· by entitled "European Approaches ibrough ~ugus!_ ~· 
dered. dances auctions and the sale of to Special Education," will be - The College campus will also 
lthac_.-; subscriptions. Also, all given and registration has gone -be the site for a . Town and, 
donations collected from the Li- abo~ the e~ted figqre. C9untry_ Fair to be held August 
brary fountain are given to this ''Music. in Europe," in its 10th 8 through 13 under the'Sponsor-
Esstedfodd or Music festival ing the trip are either members 
sponsored by the Welsh national of the graduating class, or of Backlund Gets 
government. The festival attracts next year's graduating class. The 
choral groups from all over the Choir will have four accom- Hon. Mention 
-fund. year, is· filled to its capacity. ship of the Tompkins County 
The 11th annual program of Agricultural and .. HO?tlcultural 
''The. Cultural of Puerto Rico Society, tbe Ithaca Chamber of 
and the Virgin Islands" is. ex- Commerce, the · Cooperative Ex·· 
world. The Ithaca College Choir panists and a pianist with them ... H d 
will compete in the mixed during the tour. The American Chemical Society I ague eQ S 
chorus category, and will remain announced this ·week that Robert S , T 
at the festival far four days, --- S.J3acklund-of Byrum, Connecti- Ufflffler OUr 
July 7 through 10. During that cut, a senior Chemistry major at 
period it expects to give several South Hill To Ithaca College has been chosen Professor Joseph Tague of_the 
concerts, and possibly appear on as one of fifty Honorable Men- Ithaca College School of Music 
television. Be Sold Soon tion award winners in the Cheml• will be in charge of the col-
on July 10 it will return to cal and Engineering News Award lege's ''Music in Eut:ope" course 
London and fly to Amsterdam South HIii, the Ithaca College of Merit Competition. Twelve for the fifth year. 
and appear in concert in two or literary magazine, will be sold Awards of Merit were. made in The two months Jong study 
three Dutch cities, before going in the Egbert Union Lobby this the National Competition. There- program will begin June 30 with 
on to Krefeld, Germany. week. Copies will be sold for fore, .Mr. Backlund has been con- classes aboard the ocean liner 
The Krefeld Festival is spon- 35¢. sidered by The American Chemi- Nieuw Amsterdam, sailing ~ 
sored by the city government, Each year South Hill awards cal Society as one of the top 62 New York to Amsterdam. -The 
and the Ithaca College Choir will a monetary ' prize for the cate- seniors in Chemistry througho~t group- will return to New York 
appear in three or four concerts gories of prose, poetry, and art. the country. Candidates are nom- by non.-stop jet-from Prestwick, 
during its stay in that city. The Each winner receives a $15 cash inated for the award by the Scotland, on August 28. 
Choir will then travel to sev- prize. Ron Stringer's "Weekend," faculty on the basis of high scho- . 
eral radio appearances under the ~on the poetry award; Tom mod- lastic ability and participation in studen~, m~c te_achers, and 
------------ geth's ''Wilson," received the extracurricular activites. Mr. 0thers with senous musical in-
fiction award; and D~nnis lteich- Buckland has an average of terests from all over the United 
ard's design for a cover got the 3.522/4.00 for the four years and states have enrolled ih ~ 
art award. ranks second in· the senior class. course .. 
The judges for the literary He has been on the Dean's List Malcom Lewis, instructor in 
The new officers for Oracle, classes were Mrs. Gill, Dr. Bates, every semester and is_ a candidate music at the ~ege, wiJ!. ~ 
the honorary society, have been and Dr. Ogden. Mrs. Dillingham fo_r the degr~e Bache!or of Arts Professor Tague m the direction 
Oracle Announces 
New Officers for fall 
announced by the present presi- and Mr. Floeter judged ·the de- with Honors m Chemistry. of the course. 
dent, Mary Levey. · sign for the new cover. 
The 1966-1967 officers are: 
Robert Zysk, president; Elizabeth 
Morgan, vice president; Edna 
Jacobson, secretary; Dorine Pot-
ter, treasurer; Judith Betts, his-
torian; and Elizabeth Hoerner, 
Scampers representative. 
FAHEY 
Rexall Pharmacy 
and 
Perfume Shop 
154 E. State St. 
AR 2•2222 
FREE DELMRY 
Charles B0ykin1s 
Body Shop 
~acH11toJ1-Body Work-Glau 
FREE ESTIMATES 
319 W. State St. 
272-6050 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUS1CA1 SERVICE 
HICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca AR 2-8262 
364 Elmira Rd. 
ITHACA 
ACADEMY 
BEAUTY SALON·-
113 S. Cayuga St. 
Open Every Eve. till 10:00 P.M. 
Saturday till 5:00 P.M. 
Open 8:00 A.M. Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday ONLY 
272-5460 
ALTMAN & GREEN JEWELERS 
Prompt, Quality Watch & Jewelry 
Repair Service 
FREE ESTIMATES GIVEN 
See our collection of 1'4K and 
Sterling Charms arid Bracelets 
Ithaca College Class Rings and Pins 
Ithaca's Exclusive Authorized Keepsake 
Dealer 
144 E. State St. AR 2. 1810 
Open Fri. tlll 9:00 p.m. 
. •' ..... •\ 
Frank. Hammer 
It's not too early to apply 
fora 
STUDENT LOAN 
For 1966-67 
See us at the 
Ithaca· 
·sav·1nas 
aanK'. 
rlU>Eau,,.,oorrJJfa- -~ 
peeted to reach its quota by tension Service and· the ·Resource 
summer. Development Committee. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
- AND GOOD LUCK 
TO THE CLASS O_F 1966. 
Kentucky Fried Chicket1 
704 W. Buffalo Street 
Ithaca, N.Y. Phone273-8444 
Thank you for your. patronage 
Remember us for your 
end.of the semester 
picnics and parties. , 
,,\ 
•\ 
J 
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DINGWALL sity, which awarded him the and special consultant to the ELECTIONS 261, Salzberg 160. A total of 
. , • , . D.S. degree and he did additional Children's Center of Ithaca. (Continued I rom page 1) 419 Sophomores voted for Junior 
(Continued f'rom page 1.) work at N~w York University. Dr. Robert B. Sprague of the dent; Karen Ramer, treasurer; Class officers. 
Dr. Dingwall came to .Ithaca He is 8 Jormer president of faculty of the University of Iowa and Carol Kitts, secretary. The voting for the Sophomore 
. College in 1944 from the Hospi- th N y k h te f th will succeed Dr. Dingwall as di- The voting for the Senior Class Class officers was: Baker 236, 
~ taI for Special Surgery in New e . ew or • c ap r O e rector. Prior to going to Iowa, was: Pieper 131, Humphreys 67; Chasen 81, Weingart 79; Barton 
. York where he had been an Amencan Physiotherapy Assocla- he was at SUNY College at Ellis 131, Barton 67; Pavlock 111, 201, Gould 106, Miller 89; Tauer 
'· instructor in applied anatomy. tion, member of the Medical Ad- Cortland for six years. Before Sloat 84; and Ponzio 133, Bur- 206, Hoffman 120, Ramer, 61; and 
· Previously, he had been director visory Committee of the Greater that, he had taught general sci- rough 61. A total of 199 Juniors Bradley 230, Ford 76, Kitts 87. 
' of a clinic at the New York New York chapter of the Na- ence and soccer at Bay Shore voted for Senior Class officers. A total of 509 Freshmen voted for 
· tiospital--Comell Medical Cen- tional Foundation for Infantile (N.Y.) F.igb School, and before The voting for the Junior Class Sophomore Class officers. 
ter, He received his formal edu- Paralysis. He is a member of the that had been physical education was: Burrell 244, Hyde 111; A total of 1,127 students in the 
cation in several institutions, in- Board of Directors of the Tomp· instructor and wrestling coach Wheaton 248, Gavet 161; Dearth school voted for the three class 
cludin1(Eastern Reserve Univer- kins County Health Association at Hicksville (N.Y.) High School. 254, Crittenden 160; Lockwood officer elections. 
~.1620~ the London Company launched 8 promotion· sch~e designed t,o 
make the New World attractive to prospective colonists and t,o minimize the 
JJardsbips of established ones. The scheme included exporting English ~ 
' ,' .... 
gins to be sold t.o the colonists. The virgins were moderately priced at 100 
to 200 lbs. of tobacco api~. In spite of its enterprising genius, however, 
the London Company dissolved in 1624, bankrupt and a complete fail~ 
Somewhere along the line~ it must have doµe something wrong •. 
Hheingolb Bm 
BRADY 
(Continued from page 1) 
are many times removed by 
copying from the plates that 
Brady made . 
Some of the photographs are 
familiar to readers of history 
and students of photography, 
such as portraits of Lincoln and 
George B. Custer. Others have 
been seen only occasionally, such 
as one in the College show of 
wounded soldiers stretched out 
under a tree following one of 
the battles of the wilderness. 
The other new exhibit, "The 
Artist: Visage and Vision," is 
from Skidmore College and 
comes to Ithaca College through 
the cooperation of the New York 
State Council of the Arts. It 
consists of photographic portraits 
of many of America's leading 
artists by Marvin Lazarus. 
The museum will be closed two 
days, Tuesday and Wednesday, 
May 24 and 25, for the installa-
tion of a major exhibition. 
ARTS & SCIENCES 
(Continued from page 1) 
Charles A. Tesconi, Jr.; English, 
Dr. E. William Terwilliger; His-
tory, Dr. Robert A. Ryan; Mathe-
matics, Dr. May E. Kinsolving; 
Modern Languages, Dr. Anthony 
F. Taras; Political Science, Dr. 
Raymond H. Kaaret; Philosophy, 
Dr. Lawrence O. Grant; Physics, 
Dr. Ahren Sadoff; Social Rela-
tions, Dr. Eric Graf; Speech Path-
ology & Audiology, Dr. T. Walter 
Carlin; Television-Radio, Profes-
sor George R. Hoerner. 
II P I R R O I S 11 
ITHACA'S FIRST 
AND ONLY 
PIZZA & SUB SHOP 
at 
THE LOWEST 
PRICES ~N TOWN 
Open 4:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. 
115 E. Green St. 
Call AR 2-1950 
C'mon down 
for exam time 
treats. 
The 
Pastry Shop 
113 N. Aurora St. 
Ithaca 
Patterson's 
Mobilgas 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
Corner Buffalo 
& 
Aurora Streets 
CONGRA TULA TlONS 
· and 
GOOD LUCK TO 
'66 SENIORS 
* * * * * 
Thank you very much for 
your patronage. Have a 
good vacation and see you 
in the Fall. 
Signed 
Hal 
II 
I 
, I 
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-bits rind piec~s THE WORD ON -S.G. 
The Ithacan By S. J, Lenox Did you know that the Liquor 
Commission has a bite . . . that 
this is the last edition of the 
paper ... that Jerry Warren is 
forceably called down to the Pub 
more often than forceably thrown 
out ... that Dr. Emery's speech 
was improptu . . . that IC had 
the War _Boards 3 hours later 
than the rest of the country . . . 
that the pickets didn't come . . . 
that someone should have told 
the Ithacan about the elections 
before it went to print . . . ~at 
the Junior Class has $2200 from 
Spring Weekend ... that the 
Cornell Class of 1926 is holding 
their Reunion in our cafeteria ... 
that Pi Lam has pin-itis . 
by Howard T. Reben · 
For -over four years I have been active in and have been 
making comments on Stu~ent µovernment.·Now at·the end of 
that period I would like to state some.of my conclusions. Published weekly by and for the students of ltkaca College 
0 
Editor-in-Chief ........................................................................................................ Rene Burrough 
. Student government at Ithaca College is virtually useless to 
the avera~ college student. Its ·main function. is to give students 
active in 1t a credit to put under their picture at graduation: 
Managing Editor ........................................................................................... K. Jeffrey Falkner It also serves as an asset to the administration when they write 
an insitutional self-evaluation. Business Manager ................................................................................................ Stephen Feese:c 
Ass't Business Manager ................................................ : .................................. Stephen Wallace Student government, could be something of use to virtually. 
every student ·on campus. First, it woul~ have to. excite the stu-· 
dent body enough to get it to follow its own government. Sec. 
ondly, it needs a weapon to use in collective. bargaining with 
the administration. The unions have the strike, the Negroes have 
the sit-in, what do we have? I would suggest-0ur newspaper as 
the potential weapon to make bargaining with the administra-
tion meaningful. This would of course necessitate that the news-
paper be fi:_ee of administration censorship. 
Faculty Advisor ................................................................................................ John Mason Potter 
News ......................................... Paula Silbey Copy ................................... , .... Michael Ollins 
Feature .................................... Penny Oswald Copy .................................... Valerie Rankow 
Sports ....................................... Bill Goodhue Photography ........................ Jack Rosenblatt 
0 
Literary ................................... P. ·G. Yorkis Asst. Photography ............ Warren Kyprie 
Art ................................................ Eric Muller Exchange ........................ Stephen Schiffman 
Advertising .......................... Lois R. Moses Correspondence ........................ Sue Wayne I believe that the present student government has ima~ination 
and originality but like most in the past lacks guts. This 1s not 
unusual when you reflect on the passive docile student body 
at Ithaca College. 
Staff-M. Brate, M. Decherney, L. Friend, W. Gillespie, A. Hyman, K. Johnson, D. 
Kronberg, D. Landmesser, S. Lenox, A. Moore, T. O'Kane, L. Race, B. Revelle, J. 
Sedwin, D. Weingart. 
I wish those newly elected members of student government 
lots of luck, but I would expect that if anything is really to be 
accomplished it will demand initiative · from outside Student. 
Government. If there is real power, energy, and initiative hi.ding 
anywhere within this Student Body the time is ripe for 1t to 
The Ithacan Office is located in the basement of Dorm 3 on the Ithaca College South 
Hill Campus, Ithaca, New York. Phone 274-3207. The Ithacan is a member of Associated 
Collegiate Press and National Press Service. 
that you _ can't tell the Commis-
sioners fro!ll the criminals • .' . 
tliat a pen company took over the 
school-would you believe BIC? 
. . . that the June 5th party is 
free thanks to a generous senior 
blossom. ', Advertising call 274 - 3147 - 9 A. M. to 5 P .M. 
. . . that-Mr. Regal hasn't done 
___________________ _._ __ 
Editorial views reflect the consensus of the Editorial Board. These views neither 
reflect the official position of Ithaca College nor necessarily indicate the opinion of the 
student body. 
anything funny lately . . . that 
a Time essay is the latest TP VI 
philosopher • . . that the "I Am 
Am The Greatest" Award went to 
MOVIE REVIEW 
by Art Moore 
A Thank You 
The Editorial Board would like to thank 
our many contributors and patrons who have 
helped us considerably throughout this semes-
ter. 
For the news information and press re-
leases we owe a great deal of thanks to John 
Mason Potter, director of Public Information, 
and his conscientious secretary Diane Fowler. 
Secondly, much of the special news concern-
ing faculty and special study, programs has 
come from the academic deans and depart-
, ment heads. 
We congratulate the Greeks who have dili-
gently contributed to this paper. Although we 
have not had as many letters as we had hoped 
for, this semester has been a good start. 
Special appreciation goes to our advertisers 
who have shown a great deal of interest in 
Ithaca College. Students should realize that 
these downtown businessmen have given much 
of their time for our benefit, and we thank 
them. 
To the Safety Patrol and Mrs. Donnelly our 
appreciation for their cooperation. 
To our printers, Nortons, and to our en-
gravers, Ithaca Engraving, our gratitude for 
continued willingness to help us. 
And a thank you to Dr. Dillingham and his 
administration, the faculty, :ind the students 
for their interest, criticisms, and compliments. 
Good Luck 
. Best wishes and good luck to all graduating 
Seniors and especially to those who have been 
Ithacan staff members. We wish them all 
success and happiness. Thank you's to. Irv 
Wood, Doris Landmesser, Pete Walsh, Jef,f 
Fink, Gerry Penza, Bill Katz, Jon Stowe, Art 
Moore, f:Iowie Reben, and Barb Leopold. -
BIC1s Victory 
The Editorial Board compliments the BIC 
party for their election to all twelve class 
offic~ positions. They put forth a platform · 
in which they offered one special event for 
each of the four classes. We hope that these 
campaign promises are not forgotten in Sep-
tember. · 
The BIC party showed a great deal of en-
thusiasm in the very finely executed campaign. 
The publicity and other gimmicks were. clever 
and successful. .Again, the Editorial Board 
hopes that this enthusiasm-novel at this col-
lege-will not petter out over the summer, 
but that it ·will continue through next year 
and thus help to improve the atmosphere at 
Ithaca College. 
Frank Scoblete . . that Dr. STATE THEATRE: "Viva Maria" starring Jeanne Moreau and 
Colle bad a testimonial dinner Brigitte Bardot. · 
... that Dr. Tesconi doesn't read This French film by .director Louis Malle is a funny comedy Better Late Than Never this COlUU!Jl ..• that the campus about two stranded beauties who become involved in a revolu-
Recently, there was another problem with flyer buzzed the ski slope · • · tion. The film strikes the right note in its use of larger-than-life 
men in the East -Tower. While there have that Ron finally learned how to adventure. There is a good succession of gags, with some frisky, 
been many similar incidents before, the hand- light a match · · · that TL VI but n~ver blue, Frencli humor. 
ling of this particular intrusion was different. is having electronic problems · · · Miss Bardot plays the daughter of a life-long anarchist who 
Two men not college students from Ithaca that its 14 days til graduation · · · haNpent her life blowing up oridges and police stations. During 
or guests fr~m any other college found their that the Walshes walked away one of her escapades, she is nearly captured, but is hidden by 
way down from the Tower Fac~lty Club to with l/S 0! the Top Ten Senior Miss Moreau, a dancer in a traveling music hall circus. 
the eleventh floor lounge in a round-about Awards · · · that I~CC has op~ned Several musical numbers follow with a striptease as part of 
fashion. They had been asked to leave by the · · · that the- switchboard lights each. These numbers -are followed by a local revolution in which 
management of the Club, and did so. After sit- have g?n~ o~t: · · that for some h b k d h h 1 
ting in the Pub a while, they again navigated ?f us, it lS finIBbed .. that Luck t ese two ecome a ey part-as oes t e w o e circus. 
upstairs three floors short on the only appro- m the End. Bardot is an innocent, who suddenly discovers love, approves 
priate destination for them. · ____ of it, and uses it like a pure little animal. Moreau is the more 
The Liquor· Commission-alert as usual- knowing and wry one who is still the more romantic and falls 
promptly followed them and found them on for a handsome revolutionary. She takes up his cause when 'he 
the eleventh floor. After demanding ID cards As J See Jt dies. · 
or any other type of identification and being . Some big scale fight episodes are b'rought off with th 
refused, the Liquor Commission Chairman, As I See It the administration romantic v10lence and invention. The gags spring natura 
and some of his commissioners, herded the bas don~many things for the stu• are effective as even the circus performers employ thei 
two trespassers out of the Tower. The Sher- dent body, things that students batic skills in the fights. 
iff from Tompkins County arrested them. have a tendency to forget. We all None of the frenzied cutting, overloaded and forced co 
Fortunately, it has been decided that any have gripes about Ithaca College, and leering attitudes toward sex get intq this film. It is a 
male found in the restricted areas of the East but it is necessary to point out tale, set in a fresh, witty, and zesty new mold. The pro 
Tower will now be arrested. The fact is that that many of the students' wishes manages to keep up the pace and rarely sags. 
too many incidents hav.e occurred this year. have been met. 
Asking people to leave doesn't seem to d.rive This year, Leaders' Group met The color is right, supporting cast very strong, and th 
home the point that a women's residence is to propose hours. for the Pub. edy routines a delight. Big scale extra scenes and mob Fi 
just that-a women's residence. Perhaps, now These hours were set up with the are also spectacular with bright gags interwoven. , 
that men know that they are subject to idea that they could be expanded. - ''Viva Maria" adds up to a bouncy, broad adventure film 
arrest if. found in t~e East Tower, that .resi- Th~re are not many c~lleges The. entertainmerit kn?whow and comedy _mix well to give th 
dence will once agam become female and lose which allow students to drink on ·audience what they paid for at the box-office. 
its distinctive but annoying misconception of c~pus; there are fe~ schools 
being coed. . . which mak~ ~er ~ available. . 
"FROM THE MAILROOM" 
by Steve Schiffman 
Although it 1s the end of the year, the pol- The adminjstration bas also at-
icy will stand in the .fall,· and perhaps, inci- temp~ed to solve the -problem of 
dents with inebriated men from the Faculty cheating. ~ast semester's_ fin~ 
Club the Pub and other "friends of the Ithaca exams were well-proctored m 
Coll;ge East 'Tower" will cease; and if they !Dost cases. Als?, the conditi~ns 
don't, the Sheriff will be a very busy man. 1!1 the gymnasmm greatly un- Throughout this semester, this column has discussed a :wid 
proved. -range of topics. An attempt was made to bring to light s 
During the three years I have the thoughts, the actualities, and fantasies of college l 
A been here, I have noticed a another term draws to a dose, it .is sometimes helpful, ... nother Graduation general trend towards more 1en- altogether necessary, to reexamine oneself. A11 too of 
A ient curfews. As a first semester tt" f. d · · h h 1·~ · · f nnouncement ·freshmen my curfew was 9._45_ It are sa s 1e conttnwng t rot1g1 11e, accepting it at ace not caring iibout tomorrow. We may find a comfortable 
The Ithaca College Ground, Dirt, Pebble, is now l0:3o for first semesb:,r we may never find a place at all. ' 
and Mud Club proudly announced the gradu- freshmen: Next year, the Sunday Unfortunately, the. pace of today's life does not pe 
ation of its baby road to the Towers. The road curfew will be moved from l0:30 vacy ... to be alone with our thoughts. While ·ever ma 
is going on to graduate school kfter receiving to ll:OO. Althougb. the change companionship, there are times when he needs tQ be al 
its B.A. in pavement from Ithaca College just bas been gradual, it should not think about himself and his purpose. Take .the tim. e, o 
th. k be forgotten. is wee · Th d · · tr ti b to be really alone. Some people fear this experience, a 
The Club is the proud parent of this road ti! ad_nunlS ha on d as aflso need to be constantly reminded of their importance VI 
d th h h t t" or an sane one an onor orm. or f h U h" . . I h. . ll 
anh mantyt o d edrs lwho avCoe, Ila oneTh1meHo - senior women. It is interesting to presenl_ce .o ?t ersH se t is t1mehwise Y, t. mk realist~ca y 
ot er, a en e t aca . ege. . e wer note that the administration's your 1m1tattons. owever, at t e same time, dream. Set 
ro<!d comes. from a very. influential and well plans for this honor d fail d· for yourself that requires initiative. 
known family. Many of 1ts aunts and uncles f tbr ti orm de · · 
· I d · f I · 1 1nr ( d or ee consecu ve years ue Place the happenings of life in their true perspective. 
are mvo ~e 10 au ty stairs, ea~-?' roo s, an to a lack of interest on the part are those thinf.s that really matter. This is difficult, as t 
lawn erosion. of Ithaca Coll g · ds N xt I h · ·1 d I 0 th h 0 h ·d The Tower road has received its B.A. just th . e e. coe · e peop e ave ate to set va ues WI w 1c to gu1 e 
in time for the end of the school year-...quite ydearrm, he rbeqwreld mdedxfrfor this2.2 selves. The determination of these values is perhaps them 
· I I · 11 k f h O as een owere om portant step in maturing. These ideals compose the ha 
appropriate y. t ts a we l!-~wn a~t t .at to 2.1 to allow more · ls t tak 1· f h · d 0 ·d 1 
many students, faculty, and v1s1tors will miss ad anta f ·t. gir o e sona ity structure o t e m 1v1 ua. 
the little impetuous and precocious road. How- ;. ge O ~ th first tim Too often we become discouraged with life. Things that 
· the To-er Road Family has assured is year or e e planned fail to materialize. It is all to easy to give up, and resi 
ever, h ·1 ·n b th h b bus girls were allowed to sign out to that year t ere WI e many o er sue a y t t f t ·ty h f Cor ourselves to misfortune. This is the time wlien we need to 
roads-~np_aved and wide eyed. Never fear, ~ ar. a r~ erm ouse_s or • alone; to fortify ourselves with new enthusiasm. Alone we C 
the family 1s too large to be overcome at once el s Spr~g Weekeod. Yet, not gain new insight into ourselves and realize how it is possible 
. · even 100 girls took advantage of benefit from our mistakes. 
this, and many girls preferred to 
stick to the established curfews 
Two more tests for students seeking Selective Service 
deferments will be held at Ithaca College, One wHI be 
held this Saturday, May 21, and the other will be held 
on Friday, June ~. 
Both tests will be held in Egbert Union Recreation 
Room on the South Hill campus, starting at 12:30 p.m. 
for this weekend. 
When privileges are extended 
to the students, not everyone 
takes advantage of them. This is 
not to say that the student body 
should sit back and congratulate 
When we succeed we need to be alone. Success is a by-prod 
of emotional satisfaction. When we know that we have ace 
plished a goal, the reward may be slight, but the success 
measurable. Triumph gives peace. of mmd and added in 
The mind offers unlimited ideas that span the scope of t 
verse. Man ~s unique, he can ·think and reason, evaluate 
judge, create and destroy. To be alone with-'our thoughts, 1s, 
live. ~ , (Continued on JH1.fle 9) 
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Drama Review 
CARNIVAL Letters To The Editor ---:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-,:---
Any show that has the great distinction of being selected for 
jhe Drama Critic's Circle award for Best· Musical of the 1961 
ieas~n h-:rs quite a reputation to uphold. When placed in the 
•uspices of a college group, the task becomes more difficult, 
'ue to the nature of the music and the nuances in character. 
.Vell1 fear JlOt Carnival has arrived, and it is a joyous pro-duction placed in the hands of some very capable talents. In a 
six d~y· run at the Ithaca College Little Theatre, the Broadway 
success is presented in a beautiful and touching production that 
will tug at the heart strings of children of all ages. 
Helen Deutsch has provided the material for Michael Stewart's 
book, which celebrates the Continental circus world, its magic 
and its realistic heart-breaks. The curtain rises on a bare stage 
!y;hich is soon quit~ effectively brightene~ by the perform~rs who 
· recQnstruct _ the circus before the audience's bedazzled eyes. 
'.~iii,. a P?Or. w~Jf, apl?ears ~'wearing a terrible hat and that lop-
·11ded suitcase. Havmg discovered that the souvenir salesman 
"'to whom she was to come for a job has died, she soon finds a 
·~b with Marco, the Magnificent-a man who performs "real 
inagic." Upon being fired for her .over-enthusiasm, she finds a 
job with the embittered Paul in a Kookla, Fran, and Ollie-type 
'act. After much interplay between Lili and Paul, Lili and Marco 
and Paul and Marco, the circus completes its run and Marc~ 
leaves the circus. Lili, now desolate, leaves to make her way 
in the world. However, she is called back by Paul in the voice of 
_the puppets whom she loves. Paul and Lili both acknowledge 
.'their love for each other, and they go off together. The book, 
'on the whole, was rather two dimensional· and provided built-in 
limitations for the actors in creating a character. 
', The role of Lili in the Monday, Wednesday, and-Friday· eve-
ning performances is played poignantly by Judy Nicosia. Dis-
playing a fine voice and the wispy, wide-eyed innocence of the 
little waif, Miss Nicosia brings freshness and warmth to a 
very touching and always memorable character. She was par-
ticularly outstand~ng in•capturing the fire in a magnificent duet 
entitled "I Hate Him" and was totally absorbing in her ren-
dition of "Mira." 
( On Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday the role of Lili .was 
iplayed by Jeanne Merritt. Miss Merritt's performance was out-
Jtandi~ and stopped the show several times with her polished 
renditions of "Mira," "Yes, My Heart," "Beautiful Candy," and 
~ Hate Him." She maintained-the child-like innocence through-. 
_out and was capable of achieving the long overdue realization 
of life, in spite of the limitations of the book. Especially_ note-
·worthy was her powerful voice, particularly evident in the duet 
which beca~e more of a solo. She was also outstanding in her 
facial exprtssions and her stage presence. Miss Merritt was 
)Gpable of piercing the superficial character established rather 
poorly by the author and create someone fresh, vibrant, and 
)!lemorable. ·-
, The lamed and em~ittered puppeteer was portrayed excellent-
ly by new-comer Michael Hirsch. His most noticeable asset, aside 
Dear Editor: 
My congratulations to all those 
faculty who have been "let go" 
by this miserable institution. 
Wayne McEvilly 
ELECTIONS 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to congratulate 
the BIC party for their over-
whelming victory in the recent 
class elections. They should be 
commended for an extremely suc-
cessful campaign. The publicity 
was very well organized and ex-
ecuted perfectly. As a member of 
the Progressiv,11 Party for the 
Class of 1967, I only wish that 
our party had been able to con-
duct as equally successful a cam-
paign this time. 
The BIC campaign must have 
required quite a bit of fore-
thought, for it seemed to prohibit 
a great number of Juniors, whose 
job it was to run Spring Week-
end, from seeing that their Week-
end was successful. The Weekend 
was a success thanks to the ef-
forts of a handful of Juniors. 
David Humphreys, chairman of 
the Weekend and former presi-
by Paul Graham Y 01'kis and Barbara Revelle 
Since this is the last issue of the Ithacan this year I would 
like to thank all of you who submitted work to H-P. Alto-
gether we have printed poems by 42 different students. I hope 
next year there will be even more works submitted. Have a 
:wonderful summer and good luck on· your final exams. 
DESPAIR 
Eyes stare bleakly at silent walls. 
Sad eyes - tears fall down 
Tired eyes - slowly close. 
Slowly weeping, fingers· etching 
non-existent patterns on 
unyielding blocks. Hands locked 
in agony, excruciating pain. 
Somber thought for somber mind. 
Dark ... Dark ... Misery. 
All night long, eternal weeping; endless despair. 
Silent blackness-unyielding-
over and over-lonely, 
lonely, lonely! Cry out in pain. 
Shriek absolution! 
But lost, tomorrow is lost, 
tomorrow-fear beats within 
my heart. 
J. Kant '69 
from his distinct acting ability, is his magnificent voice. With ________ ____ __ .. ____________________ --·-------------
Deautiful phrasing and ·distinct emotional quality, Mr. Hirsch's 
~l)lusical performa_nce was perhaps !he most disting',lished in many Cornell Drama Reyiew 
,seasons. His v01ce showed particularly well in "Her Face," 
'.one of the most beautiful numbers in the show, which unfor-
·tunately was cut as a solo. Aside from his musical abilities, 
Mr. Hirsch also displays himself as quite a· capable performer, 
UNCLE VANYA 
;except for his distracting mechanical motions which should de- The Cornell Dramatic Club's presentation of Anton Chek-
crease with more stage experience._ He managed to capture all hov's -Uncle Vanya was a dreadful experience. This was due 
·•he bitterness of a dancer gone lame, who was afraid to show his partly to a very poor translation by Ronald Bingley but most 
~otions, and he was able to make the audience believe in him. of all because of poor acting and crude direction. 
l look forward to seeing Mr. Hirsch in many more productions. Without exception the entire cast revealed a great lack of 
Sal Mistretta added freshness, glamour and life to the role conviction. Two of the worst displays of acting and makeup 
of Marco, the Magnificent. His roguishness and distinct charm ever seen by this reviewer were given by Robert Bell as Ilya 
were vibrant and added color to the outstanding production. Telegin, and Margherite Salerno who portrayed Mrs. Voynitsky. 
Displaying a definite grace and form in dancing, his "Sword It is very disheartening to see an actor or actress speak their 
!and A Rose and A Cape" number proved to be one of the high- lines as if they were reading them off the_ stage floor. Concern-
lights. of the show. ing the makeup, too much, much too much, is worse than none at 
Playing the Incomparable Rosalie was the incomparable Ju- all. 
'dith Lane. In her last production at Ithaca College, Miss Lane James Schmidt as Vanya left the audience with absolutely 
iumed in one of her finest performances to date. Displaying nothing. As for the other members of the cast, Virginia Willems 
a. delighful comic aplomb, she pranced. and romped her way seen as Sonya was the only one to give an even respectable per-
~~roll}!;h a _romance "".'ith a bunny-carryin~ v~terinarian. an~ a formance. As if the previous faults .~ere not bad enough, many 
wild hfe with the rakish Marco. Outstandmg m everything she of the characters were grossly m1smterpreted. However, this 
does, Miss Lane was particularly appealing in her duet of fault must be shared with the director, Gordon Beck. 
'H . ,, ummmg. . . . 1t seems most probable that Mr. Beck forj!;ot that he had an 
Two other outstandmg_ characters m a very fme cast were audience. Most of his blocking was so cluttered that the per-
Henry R. Mandel ~s B. F. Schlegel and Don Croll as Jacquot. formers were constantly bumping into each other and simul-
¥r, Mandel g_a_ve his best perforI!1ance to dat_e as. th~ harrassed taneously covering one another from the audience's view. 
etrcus owner. He was always comicall:y appealmg m his tr?ubled The settings by Anne A. Gibson were well executed, however, 
y.oays; where~s, D~m Croll was to~chmg a~~ memorable m the by their angle and location on the stage an· unbalanced feeling 
,role of Pauls: assistant who befriended Lih. He g~ve perhaps prevailed throughout the entire evening. The lighting by Charles 
the ~ost consistent c~ara~ter .. portrayal of the_ ev~nmg _and was W. Sheppard was also well done, but all the technical effects 
pa~icularly outsta~dmg m ~he Grand lmpenal CJTque de in the world could not have saved this show. 
Pans," as well as m his handlmg of the puppets. They both . - . . 
;idded reatl to the distinction of this production. ! t is hoped that the next season ~t Co~ne!l will improve for 
Mari~ Celiario, Jeffrey Kramer, and Marilyn Price were er- this season was genera_lly a_ very. d1sappo111tmg and lackluster 
e t · th · I th I teer Th · k d p one. A sense of profess10nahsm might be the answer. c m. e1r roes as e vo un s. e1r ma e-up an cos- . 
tumes contributed to their immediate immersion into their hil- Pauf Graham Y orkis 
arious characters. · 
The music and lyrics for the show were written by Bob Mer-
rill. The score was both lilting and unusually charming and vigor of the first number, which is sung wh~le the performers 
II'etained the warmth of the original story of Lily. The lyrics are assembling the set, establishes a fast, pulsating rhythm that 
:were sharp and meanin~ul and fit in well with the book. The permeates the entire production from beginning to end. Plaudits 
outstanding numbers of the show are "Yes, My Heart," "Her to Mr. Bardwell for a generally distinguished production. 
Face," "Beautiful Candy," and "She's My Love," to mention Unfortunately, the only mar in this otherwise enchanting 
a few. To augment the freshness of the score is the orchestra, show is the choreography of Vergiu Cornea. The dancing was 
under the direction of Robert J. Prins and a distinctive chorus, very undistinguished for the many talents of an otherwise 
composed aptly of various members of the speech, drama, and capable man. The repetition of the same basic dance steps add-
music departments. ~specially good were Kevin- Co~ter and Lee ed. nothing but unsatisfied hopes that perhaps the perform_ers 
Cantwell who established a character rather than Just walking might vary somewhat. There was, however, one outstanding 
through-.' - . . n~ber-"The Cirq~e de I_>aris"-which added freshness and 
The entire production was dJTected by Robert Bardwell who gaiety to the otherwise mediocre choreography. 
has a lof!g list of hits to show his distinct capabilities' as a The technical aspects of the show are highly commendable. 
·director .. He made ample use of the small stage, but failed to The costumes were appropriately garrish, the sets were pleasant 
effectively use the l!,isles to envelop the audience. Many of the and _gay and we_re bare enoug~ to _suggest a circus without be-
entries into the aisle were confused and as.a result the audience's commg ostentat10us, and the hghtmg was apropos. 
attention was distrac~ed. T~e speaki_ng in the. aisles by the _ 1n the final analysis, Carnival pro~ides most enchanting e_vc-
chorus added to this d1stract1on, especially when 1t overpowered mng. For the young at heart and children of all ages, Carnival 
Miss Lane's lines in the circus parade. Of particular effective- will warm you and thrill you. It is a must-see of this or any 
ness · was. the opening of the show during which the characters season. 
wander on from the wings and set up the stage. The vim and Michael Ollins 
dent of the Junior Class, did a young men per month are being 
fantastic job of keeping everyone whisked away from cities all over 
on their toes and doing their the country to be trained to do 
jobs well. all sorts of things (none of 
Perhaps, if a few of us had re- which) by the way, are romantic 
ceived cooperation from some as the recruiting posters and 
fellow class members, four "dedi- recruiting officers try to make 
cated'' politicians in particular, them). Now that college students 
the machine would have had some are being drafted, I suppose that 
competition. As it was, the people the war issue has come a little 
who ran Spring Weekend into closer to all of us, and thus more 
the black substantially had to re- and more of you arc beginning 
cuperate not only from over cxer- to ask: just exactly what is it 
tion socially but from the strain that I am being asked to train 
of seeing that the Weekend was, for, to kill for and perhaps even 
successful. It was necessary for to die for? Though your Govern-
school work to take a back seat ment, to some extent, considers 
and, at this point, the few people these questions as unfair needl-
who did contribute their time to ing, and as an unhealthy breach 
the Weekend are just about get- in the consensus, I consider them 
ting caught up. legitimate and certainly not sur-
This is a good time to per- prising. 
sonally thank the administration In any case, if you have won. 
Mr. Karp, Miss Staz, and Mr'. dercd if a good source of informa-
Olsen particularly, for the great tion about Viet Nam is available, 
effort they put forth. We couldn't the one mentioned above is the 
have begun the Weekend without best I know of (and is available 
their assistance. at most any book store for 95c). 
I only wish that there were In the meantime don't take any of 
more Juniors I could thank. the many wooden nickels being 
offered these days. Meanwhile, back at the BIC 
Party officers for the class of Charles Sackrey 
1967 (?), you should be con-
gratulated on your fine sense of , 
timing. You just happened to get i Dear Editor: 
elected when there is little or no I was drafted in January of 
work to be done. this year and am now in charge 
You implied in your platform of an information education team. 
that you wished to have more My home station is in Tainan Lai-
than one function a year, after wan, better known as Free China, 
which you stated Senior Week as but as you know we have been 
your sole function. One function traveling lately, mainly trying to 
is a respectable amount of work convince the North Vietnamese 
if it is executed successfully. I to give up, and the Chinese to 
challenge the new Senior Class get out of South Vietnam. 
officers of 1967, and I say offi- To be perfectly honest, the 
cers-for I doubt that you will job is next to impossible. We 
get much more cooperation than make some real headway, and 
we got from you four, to show then some students decide to 
me as successful a Senior Week protest in California, and the 
as we showed you a Spring Weck- Communists break us apart with 
end. our own press photographs. rve 
Good luck. seen a whole campaign using a 
Philip B. Sloat direct UPI picture story. One 
Former Class Treasurer 1967 good story like this and we have 
to start all over again. 
VIET NAM 
Dear Editor: 
I'm hopeful that Ithaca hasn't 
been the sight of mass demon-
strations against our Viet Nam 
policies. Sir, believe me, they 
need us here: not our money, 
Somehow or the other this aca- or our guns, but our knowledge, 
demic year has slipped by with- and our basic beliefs. Believe me, 
out our having had adequate dis- they could use some good old 
cussion of the Vietnamese war. materialism since about 200,000 a 
I must apologize, as a faculty year starve to death, and life 
member, for not having brought expectancy is forty-three. 
up the war issue more frequently i Our people are talking of hu-
in the many confrontations I've I man principles, and our involve-
had :"'ith students. It is rather I ment here. Believe it or not, the 
amazmg that 2800 students and , Chinese don't care for this land 
20? facult~ members ~an . co- ·1 or its people to raise their de-
exist for nme months with only crepid status. 
nominal dialogue about so grave I If possible try to influence 
a situation. I remember that your students that their support 
so~etime earlier in the year there in Ithaca will keep me from 
there occurred a debate about the having to work in Hawaii or San 
war, but, like many debates, Francisco. I'd like to be home, 
hostile retorts seemed more in but I'd rather keep this kind of 
evidence than was open discus- work here. 
sion. Aside from this debate, I Bob Billings 
don't remember any other occa-
sion where the college community 
took time out especially for the 
purpose of discussing the war. 
I do know, from private con-
versations, however, that many of 
you are concerned about this 
issue and are equally concerned 
about the fact that there has been 
too little discussion of it on the 
campus. ·Thus, I want to bring to 
your attention a very good book 
which I believe to be an objec-
tive account of the events which 
led up to the present situation in 
Vietnam. The book, Viet Nam: A 
Reader, by Bernard Gettleman, 
is a compilation of basic docu-
ments concerning the war, and it 
has several revealing and well 
written essays by reputable Asian 
experts concerning ever aspect 
of the role of the United States 
in the Viet Nam war. Perhaps this 
summer, while you are vacation-
ing, a perusal of this book will 
provide you with a more mean-
ingful perspective about the war 
than we at the college were will-
ing to give you during the school 
year. 
It seems reasonable to expect 
that a growing number of you 
are wondering why over 30,000 
Ed. Note: Mr. Billings was a grad· 
uate of Ithaca College majoring 
in TV-Radio. He is presently Air 
Force First Class. The letter 
printed is an excerpt from his 
letter originally addressed to Dr. 
Diskin. 
Dear Editor: 
I wish to take this opportunity 
to thank Miss Wanda Whita..;~r 
and her fellow members of the 
Union Board Social Committee, 
and Mr. Thomas Smith and his 
fellow members of the President's 
Host's Committee, for their assist-
ance in making the second annual 
Ithaca Day program the success 
that it was. 
The chairmen and members of 
the two groups represented the 
college during the day-long ob-
servance during which an esti-
mated 650 persons came to our 
campus. The visitors, some of 
which came from points as dis-
tant as Utica, were greeted by 
Miss Whitaker and members of 
her committee, were offered cof. 
fee, and viewed the fine exhibi-
tion of student art, before being 
(Continued on page 7) 
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Delta Phi Zeta 
Delta Phi extends its sincere 
congratulation to Mina Harkins, 
at her recent acceptance of the 
Rho Mu Theta Scholastic Award. 
Mina received this award for 
having the highest index (3.68) 
in her freshman year in Arts 
and Sciences. 
Congratulations are in order 
, for Barbejoy Ponzio, Jayne 
Dearth, Sandi Barton, and Pam 
Bradley for winning their class 
officers. 
Greek l-lighlight:s 
ATTENTION-IFC WEEKEND, OCT. 15 
On behalf of the Inter Fratern-
ity Council, I would like to appeal 
to the Ithaca College students to 
atd us in selecting a tentative 
concert for October 15, 1966-
IFC Weekend. 
This will be your weekend con-
The Tijuana Brass 
at $3.00 a seat 
The Righteous Bros. 
at $3.00 a seat 
Ramsey Lewis Trio and The 
Lettermen at $3.00 a seat 
James Brown and the Flames 
Gary Lewis and the Playboys 
The Byrds 
The Four Seasons 
The Lovin' Spoonful 
at $2.50 a seat 
OTHER: 
1. Would you like a smooth 
dance as part of the weekend, 
even if it meant paying more for 
the weekend ticket? 
2. At the IFC Carnival, which 
rock band would you prefer to 
cert, and we hope you will vote 
in · the box provided at the In-
formation Desk for your choice. 
Of course, we cannot promise that 
we will be able to book any 
concert, due to finances and the 
artists' previous committments. 
3. Would you be willing to 
spend $10 for a weekend ticket if 
the entertainment matched 
Spring Weekend? 
4. If you were asked, what 
curfews would you feel would be 
best?° 
5. Do you prefer a concert with 
a vocal or instrumental ·group and 
a comedian over two vocal or 
instrumental groups together? 
We would appreciate your hon-
est participation in this poll so 
that we can best determine 
whom you would like to see in 
concert at Ithaca College. 
Thank you. 
IFC President 66-67 
given special recognition ·to the 
senior student bearing the high-
est academic average in all three 
schools. The deserving recipient 
of this award is Miss Diane Sene-
felder, · terminating her four 
years· at Ithaca College with an 
incredible 3.83 average! Con-
gratulations, Diane. Irv Wood, a 
brother of Sigma Alpha Nu, will 
graduate as one of Ithaca Col· 
lege's Top Ten SeniQrs. 
Brothers Bob Harvey and 
Steve Feeser were recently 
elected to the positions of IFC 
Council Representative to the 
Student Congress, and President 
of the President's ·Host Com-
mittee, respectively. 
Last week, Bill Katz announced 
bis engagement to Sue Monaghan, 
and Pete Deutsch to Cheryl Her-
man. All the Sigma Alpha Nu 
brothers would like to take this 
opportunity in conveying their 
most sincere wishes of future 
success and happiness to both 
couples. 
,, 
,, 
' 
./ 
Muslcal Notes 
FA CUL 1Y CHAMBER MUSIC PROGRAM 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
RECITAL 
James DeSano, Trombone 
Amy Lou Richards, Piano 
'Tis Thee I Would Be Praising . , . , .... , . , , , .... '! ..... Bach 
Air-Ckri.rtma.r Oratorio - arr. Beversdo,f 
Fantasy for Tr~mbone and Piano, Op. 42 . , .... Paul Creston 
(1951) 
INTERMISSION 
Serenade No. 6 for Trombone, Viola, and 'Cello, Op. 44 
· Vincent Persichetti (1964) 
David Becker, Viola , 
David Howard, 'Cello 
Contrapunctus I and III .... , , . , , , ..... , .. , . , ..... , . Bach 
(from Tke Art of the Fugue) Edited, by Robert King 
Quintet for Brass ... ,·. , . , .. , , , , .. · ... Malcolm Arnold 
Chaconne 
Robert Levy, Trumpet 
Donald Riale, Trumpet 
Edward Lacy, French Horn 
Robert Yeats, Tuba -
FORD AUDITORIUM 
Friday, May 20, 1966 
4:00 P.M. 
Wednesday, Delta Phi cele-
brated its yearly senior picnic at 
the Rod and Gun Club Lodge. 
The evening was highlighted by 
the presentation of glass serv-
ing trays and cups to the sor-
ority by its graduating members. 
The sorority would like to thank 
and wish the best of luck to 
these seniors; Lynn Frisbie, 
Margee Green, Jane White, Joy 
Maney, Nancy Meyer, Sheila 
Simons, Diane Montelione, Carol 
Mortonson, Judy Perry, Sharon 
Peters, Jane Harwood, Liz Brown, 
Lee Sprague and Monica Linsky. 
Each of these girls received a 
silver charm as a gift from all the 
girls in the sorority. 
hear? Bill Thayer 
FACUL'IY RECITAL 
Lucille Baker, Soprano 
The closing of this semester William Payne, Pianist 
Gamma Delta Pi 
We of Gamma Delta Pi would 
like to thank all the people and 
organizations that helped us to 
organize in our first year. A 
special thanks goes to Lance Mc-
Kee, Bill Thayer, and Bob Wil-
cox for their assistance. 
Gamma Delta Pi would like to 
congratulate Doris Landmesser 
for being one of the Top Ten 
Seniors and for her graduation 
and upcoming marriage. 
Phi Mu Alpha 
Last Saturday, May 14, at 4:00 
in Ford Hall, Edwin Chandler 
and Patricia Whitcomb gave a 
French Hom Recital. Mr. Chand-
. ler, a senior and brother of Delta 
Chapter, played Halsey Steven's 
Sonata for Hom and Piano, and 
with Miss Whitcomb, L. Van Bee-
toven's Sextet, op. 816, for two 
French Horns and String Quar-
tet. 
On Friday, May 27, at 8:15 P.M. 
in Ford Hall, David Levy will 
give his Senior Professional Re-
cital on Piano. He will play 
works by J. S. Bach, Chopin, 
Bartok, and Liszt. 
Pi Lambda Chi 
Last week we gave our thanks 
to the committee heads of Spring 
Weekend; we neglected to in-
clude the works of Paul Graham 
Yorkis and Robert Lorenz. Our 
apologies, gentlemen, and our be-
lated thanks. 
Congratulations to Carol Keely 
who was pinned by Pi Lam broth-
er Lonnie Schilstra. Last Sunday 
Steve Wolf set a personal record 
when be won his class and trophy 
at King's Dragway wtih a time of 
14.2! 
Pi Lam would like to wish 
three graduating seniors the best 
of luck: E. W. P. Gerald Tabaczyk, 
President Robert Lynn, and So-
cial Chairman Mike West, who 
was named one of the Ten' Top 
Seniors at Ithaca College' 1966. 
... Pi Lambda Chi would like to 
. pay a speciai. tribute to a special 
person: Mr. Kenneth K,aufman is 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
ON.CAMPUS AND SUMMER 
JOBS AVAILABLE 
will mark the end of seven 3 Songs from the Anna Magdalena Bach Notebook . . ]. S. Bach 
-- --- - --·-- ---- -- -- -- --· -- - successful college careers, and Extase (Jean Labor) .... , , , ...... , . , , , ...... Henri Duparc 
. . . , . the departure of seven brothers Lamento (Theophile Gautier) . , . , , .. , , , .. Hetiri Duparc 
leaving as our ady~s~r. and gomg Seac~rd who was elected Vice who have added to the quality Chanson triste (Jean Labor) , . , , , . . ... Henri Duparc 
on to Han:ard Div1mtr School President of IFC for 1966-67. and growth of their fraternity. Acht Zigeunerlieder (Hllgo Conrat) ........ Johannes Brahms 
where he will pursue his doctor- As you can see the 1966 Cay- The graduates and their future INTERMISSION 
a_te. Ithaca College is losing a very ugan is a masterful piece of work. plans are as follows: Reuven Tlie World's Wanderers , .. , . , , . , . . . . . . Charles Ives 
go~d teacher; P~ Lambda Chi is We would like to congratulate Barneis-graduate school in so- To Edith (Harmony Ives)· .... , . , .. , , ...... Charles Ives 
losmg_ a very fme advisor; and brothers David C. Friedman and cial work, either at Atlanta Uni- From the Hazel Bough (Earle Birney) ... , . , . Warren Benson 
most importan~ the brothers of Pi Gary H. Herman, who served as versity or Yeshiva University; American Primitive (William Jay Smith) ...... Warren Benson 
L~m are losmg a very close ~ditor and Ass't E~tor, _respec- Pete Gippe~-film production at I Hea! an Army (James Joyce) ............... Samuel Barber 
friend. Thank you Mr. K, for all tively. Further comic relief was WTEN-TV m Albany. Pete is get. To this we've come-Magda's Aria from "The Consul" 
that you've given us, and thank added to the yearbook by Brother ting married to _Miss Sandra Forst ' · Gian-Carlo Menott' 
you, Mrs. Kaufman, not only Erich von Muller who is responsi- this coming July; Art Moore-an FORD AUDITORIUM · 
1 
for the use of your husband, but ble for many of the division assistant director in Philadelphia Sunday, M~ 22, ,1966 
for all that popcorn, and for all pages. at WCAU, CBS's no. 1 affilliate 8: 15 P.M. 
that punch, and for the use of We would like at this time to outside N.Y.C. Art is the outgo. 
your house wheq_ lawn parties offer pwblic recognition to broth- ing president of Sigma Alpha 
were rained out. Thank you very ers Erich von Muller and Dexter Nu and has indeed been an out-
much, for everything, and good Rivers, who were the guiding standing brother to the fratern-
luck in your new home. engineering geniuses behind the ity; Bill Katz - grad work at 
The Brothers of Pi Lambda Chi prize winning float, Dumbo. Queens College; Lanny Sch-
Rho Mu Theta 
Rho Mu Theta, would like to 
congratulate Robert Backlund, 
Robert Bradway and Peter Wentz 
who were voted into the ranks 
of Who's Who. 
At Class Night the fraternity 
was honored with the announce-
ment of David C. Friedman and 
It seems appropriate . at this wartz-Chemistry graduate who 
time to bid a fond farewell to our plans to. "first be a _millionaire 
graduating seniors: Robert Back- and then Social Chairman , of 
lund, Sam Burd, Douglas Bush- Dupont!" Irv Wood-copy reader 
nell, Ray Feller, David C. Fried- for the Utica Daily Press; Mike 
man, Peter W. Wentz and Louis Wiesenthal - graduate work in 
Wright. hospital administration at Iowa 
State University .. 
Sigma Alpha Nu To all the graduating brothers, 
For the first time in its we wish the best of luck and 
history, Sigma Alpha Nu has future success. 
Robert Backlund as two of the :---------------------------. 
Top Ten Seniors. Robert Back-
lund was doubly honored by re-
ceiving the Douglas H. Betz 
Award for the Top Senior. 
The fraternity would at this 
time like to congratulate "Skeet" 
Tastee - Freez 
316 Elmira Rd. 
Sodas • Sundaes 
50 Flavors of Shake~ 
Hamburgers 
Hot Dogs 
11:00 a.m •• 12:00 p.m. 
THE SISTERS OF DEL TA PHI ZETA 
EXTEND 
Best Wishes To Their Gr~duating Sist6rs 
AND THE 
Liz 
Lynn 
Margee 
Jane 
Monica 
Joy 
Nancy 
CLASS OF 1966 
Dian~ 
Carol 
Judy 
ShC!_ron 
Lee 
Jane-Ellen 
Sheila 
FREE GAS 
PIANO RECITAL 
Susan Jones 
Sonate, Op. 81a ("Les Adieux") . , , , . , .......... Beethoven 
Intermezzi, Op. 117 . , . . . . . . . . . , . , .... , ..... , ..... Brahms 
Carnaval ..... , , , .. , ... , .... , .......... , ....... Schumann 
FORD AUDITORIUM 
Saturday, May 21, 1966 
2:00 P.M. 
RECITAL 
Stephen Crout, Piano 
Partita in. G Major .' ................... , ..... , .. , .... Bach 
Sonata in G Major, Op. 79 ....... , , ....... , , ..... Beethoven 
Suggestion Diabolique, Op. 4, No. 4 ...... ' ......... Prokofieff 
tre[ude jn C Major, Op. 12; No. 7 . ...... , ........... Prokofieff 
occato, Op. 11 .............. , . , ................ Prokofieff 
INTERMISSION 
Picture at an Exhibition .... , . . . . . . . . . . ....... Mussorgsky 
Senior Profe~sional Recital, given in partial fulfillment of the 
reqmrements for the degree, Bachelor of Music. 
FORD AUDITORIUM 
Friday, May 20, 1966 
8:15 P.M. 
FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings 
Ray Robinson-Rothschiid's Dept. Store 
First Floor 
BADGES- FAVORS - MUGS - TROPHIES 
Phone AR 2-5000 
Weekly Drawing for 5 Gallons of Gas 
AT 
RAY SEARS ATLANTIC 
Who i$ yo_ur ideal dater Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed 
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question. 
(Comer of Green and Cayuga) 
AR 2·2600 
Every dollar spent gives you a chance to this speclal offer 
, for IC students. 
What "W.,,. ull "We., Guarantee 
This Week's Winning ncket-019930 
5 Gallons of Gu-FREEi 
Your ideal ctat&- such I person exists, of course. 
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer 
processes 10,000 names III hour. How long would It take 
you to meet and form III opinlon of that many ptq1le? 
A great opportunity for ag-
gressive college stud,mts to earn 
a high income distributing ma-
terial to college campuses all 
over the United States. 
0-0,-0 .. 0-0 
... those French Fried Onion Rings 
down in the 
You will be matched with five Ideally suited persons 
of the oPPOSlte sex, rl&ht In your own locale (or In any 
na of the,U.S. you-specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central 
_ Coatrol for your questiomialre. Each of the five wlll be 
, • perfeclly. utcbed with you In Interests, outlook and 
11acqromid ·11 c:cillpider science mabs Possible. 
Central , Control Is ~ionwide, hut Its proar•• are 
completely locaHDd. Hundrldi of thousands of vilOfGUI 
al 11.i uscri.a, all sharin1 the desire to meet their 
Ideal dates, hive fotlld coqiuter datln1 to be excltl111 and 
hl&hly accepta61e. , 
, Combine summer travel with 
large profits, or work part-time 
on your own campus. Fall jobs 
are also available. 
Contact: Collegiate-Dept. i> 
27 E. 22 Street 
New York, N.Y. 
10010 
VALL~Y HOUSE 
801 WEST BUFFALO 
(Available from our CARRY-OUT SERVICE, tool) 
All five of .your Ideal dates wlll be delllhtful. So 
_hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire. 
CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc. 
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
'. 
~mERS (Continued from r,age 6) 
iaten on guided tours of the from the ranks of those to whom 
lllllPUS by members of the Presi- the responsibility of action fell 
t's Host's Committee, who also that the best could be done in 
iere both efficient and cordial. this vast realm was the sugges-
The impression that our visitors tion that there be a floor of 
iiceived of Ithaca College and vending machines in the Egbert 
Is student body was based on the Union. But something must_ be 
trlendllness of their contacts with done-perhaps not in the election 
laembers of the two student com- for Treasurer of next year's Soph-
slttees. omore Class. Nevertheless, there 
John Mason Potter must be some changes made. 
Dir. ot Public Information Yet why do I believe that I 
am capable of doing something 
to alleviate the depressing situ-
ation that has become the fate 
of this campus? What are my 
Student Government 
and Apathy 
Dear Editor: 
"qualifications?" Well, I have 
none- only those ideas which 
I hope to present in this letter, 
a vehicle which I find to be the 
most effective method of rellev-
:· I have been asked to do some- ing lnyself of my attitudes, ac• 
thing I have never done or at- tions, and thoughts en . masse. . . 
rempted before; although I must Now, to get to the point: what 
'i!mit I have had thoughts in the do I feel needs to be done needs 
~t along these same lines, this to be accomplished to mltlce me 
Is the first time I have ever had feel like a memb;r of a truly 
to face the possibility of making academic community not just a 
a decision. member of the truism which I 
, I am referring to the upcoming am choosing to label APATHY 
.tlections for the Sophomore INCORPORATED: 
Class of next year. I ha~e bee? I. EDUCATIONAL FREEDOM-
aked to place my name m nomi-
mation for Treasurer of that class. 
.ii'o this end, I say no,-1 am not 
Interested in handling the fi. 
unces of the Sophomore Class 
!tJr next year. But I am inter-
lested in doing · all that I c~ for 
liie betterment of that peculiar 
~titution of which I am a stu-
~nt, known as Ithaca College. 
. Then what do I believe I can 
1CCOmplish, or, better still, what 
rm anyone accomplish for the 
lletterment of Ithaca College? In 
11ke nine months that I have been 
llere, there has been one word 
lhat I have heard around this 
11111pus-one word has remained 
lmnstant in the thoughts, words, 
111d opinions of Ithaca College 
·iudents-that word is apathy. 
Jut I have seen little action 
llken to relieve this Cl!JJlpus of 
~at word, that feeling. In the 
iecent sb.!.Jent government elec-
tion, I was somewhat disheart-
111ed, that, after a year's roaring 
This vague, indeterminate, 
positive thought can only 
mean the freedom to attain 
positive thought on our cam-
pus-through the presence 
of active speakers, active stu· 
dent participation in some-
thing which I have found ser-
iously lacking upon this cam-
pus: the Teach-In, a device 
so basic to academic life to· 
day that I have found it hard 
to believe that the closest 
thing to a Teach-In that has 
occurred on this camptJS was 
an unsatisfactory debate con-
cerning the process of the 
War in Viet Nam. YES, that 
is what it's all about. VIET· 
NAM-a subject so pertinent 
to this campus (as with all 
other campuses) that it 
should not only be taught in 
open presentation, but should 
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be, if anything, the principal knowledge of all opinions 
topic of discussion. Certainly, upon this campus. 
there have been attempts Now, perhaps, you feel that I 
While on the library, may I 
suggest to the library staff 
through your esteemed paper, to 
look for another newspaper de-
livery service. The present on.e 
is utterly disgusting. The New 
York Times has always come in 
late and on a few occasions it 
has come in after two o'clock. 
Julius B. Nyagiro 
made along these lines, (i.e. have not successfully represented 
the lecture of Mr. Armstrong, what should be a popular front 
noted columnist); - but Mr. for a candidate for an elective 
Armstrong - knowledgeable office-but I am less concerned 
though he is, does not repre- with the responsibility of an elec-
sent the full spectrum of tive office than I am with the 
thought concerning Viet future of this campus, and, in 
Nam. And once you take Mr. effect the future of the United 
Armstrong, and the incon- State; of America. 
elusive debate on the topic- That is all I am saying, that is Dear Editor: 
YOU HA'\_'E ~O~G. And all I am asking. Let us face the This letter is a critical analysis 
that nothtn~ 1s directed . at isues that we have no choice but of certain aspects of Ithaca Col-
only the . smgle ~?st im- to face: if we are to have a stu- lege, I am writing this letter only 
po_rtant pomt of opmion that dent government of any conse- because I will be at another 
this, or any campus, posses- quence, then let that student gov- school next year, for I am aware 
ses. ernment be a government that of the unfortunate situation of 
II. TO MAKE ITHACA COL- will concern itself with the administrative pressure that is 
LEGE AN OPEN CAMPUS- needs the TRUE needs of the usually put upon an individual or 
That is, to allow all opinions stude~ts-not whether there is student group that tries too hard 
to circulate freely upon a necessity for more vending ma- to express an opinion that is con-
the~e grounds, be. they re- chines in the Egbert Union trary to the administration's 
actionary, or radical, con- J ff K t policy. 
servative or liberal-Bircher, e rey an The first subject for scutiny is 
or Communist. I read an arti- student govenment. Student Con-
cle a year and a half ago that Dear Editor: gess meetings are too often a 
must have typified th7 Ithaca All to sudden the Administra- shambles of disorganization. The College of today-it was . fault, it seems, does not lie with 
concerned with the know!- t!on ll;Dd the student Government the students who comprise this 
d th t tud. ts . Am . lfave Jumped to an erroneous con- body but elsewhere It seems e ge a s en m eri- clusion about noise and disturb- ' · 
ca today possess about !he ance in the library, without mak- that constant haggling with the 
even.ts that. are now s~apmg ing an effort to discover what "administration" (it's a nebulous 
man s desb~y both m the really is going on. The fountain word, but the personages repre-
pr~sent and m the future. To was shut off last week according sented must know who they are) 
this effect there was a popu- to a library official "in an effort has made the members of student 
lar gro~p of Current Eve~ts to cut down the amount of noise." government reluctant to take any 
tests circulated by leadmg . . real action. They complain that 
newspapers magazines and I am frankly disturbed by this their work is in vain, that the ad-
schools thr~ghout the, coun- conclusion. The noise h~sn't be:n ministration does whatever they 
try Would it shock you to only around the fountain but m want anyway. This complaint is 
le~ that the scores on these the librlll?' itself. For example, I valid-the student se1f-govern-
tests were the equivalent of have noticed students .who con- ment mentioned in the college 
the average scores on one of ?uct tou!s on campus bn~g gu.ests catalogue and in the Middle States' 
Mr. Kaufman's Western Civ. m the library and expla~ thmgs self-evaluation are non-existent. 
102 tests? Oh, but they were. to !hem as loudly as possible not Student Congress is ineffectual: a 
Wh ., I'll tell you· Who is carmg a hoot about anybody pawn, a plaything, a round table 
MiJi·au Suslov., Wbos is In· studying in there. Some of the of nonsense. 
it is still too conservative, duck-
ing explosive issues with editorial 
"explanations" that cloud the 
issues instead of clarifying them. 
An example of this is the recent 
lapse of policy concerning letters 
to the editor. It often appears 
that the newspaper publishes 
with the shadowy specter of the 
administration just behind it, and 
the editorial board must be just 
a little bit afraid. The editors re-
member THE WORD, whose 
editor was faced with the dilem-
ma of choosing expression and 
martyrdom, or of succumbing to 
administrative pressure. 
The students, too, must be 
blamed. They are, for the most 
part, apathetic, lazy, indifferent, 
and sometimes ignorant. The 
"nothing" jobs, the class offices 
that carry very limited respon-
sibility, are the ones that get the 
big campaign ballyhoo by the stu-
dents. On the other hand, it took 
weeks to scrape together a sec-
ond party slate for the Executive 
Committee, and MGB was elected 
completely unopposed. Everyone 
put out platforms, but there was 
very little contained in them. The 
ITHACAN pointed out the im-
practicalities of the Exec. Com-
mittee platforms. As for the class 
officer slates, typical planks were 
"more school and class spirit," or 
"a great senior week," or other 
such meaningless platitudes. 
dira Ghandi? Where is Ku- students in the "boxes" and. at I have heard the same com-
wait, or Cyprus, or the the desk have always carried plaint about Leaders' Group. Stu-
"Plain of Jars?" That is why. on a disturbing conversation. dents are invited to express their 
Yes, I know-I am glad that I honestly do not miss the foun- opinions, presumably the consen-
I do - but I question just tain, because I don't think it sus of the student body, and then 
what percentage of our stu- should be in the library. I have they are blithely ignored. 
dent body, in any class, could always thought fountains were The student newspaper, as re-
cently pointed out by Dr. Sackrey, 
take one of the tests that meant for parks or museums, sim- is too often concerned with high. 
As far as the students are con-
cerned, I have confidence. Each 
year, the caliber of student at 
Ithaca College rises. The student 
is more intelligent and presum-
ably more aware of what's hap-
pening. Even this year there 
have been signs of improvement 
-the work on a new constitution 
for student government, for ex-
ample, and even such a simple 
student assertion as getting the 
library fountain turned off to en-
able easier studying. But I must 
warn the administration to ease 
the reins that they have assumed. 
If they do not pay more attention 
to the students, there will un-
doubtedly be trouble. The more 
gifted student has only to glance 
are used to test the knowl- ply because I've never seen a schoolish affairs. Although it has 
edge, and could easily pass. fountain in a library before, ex- perceptibly improved (last week's 
That is the need for the open cept here. "obituary," among other things) 
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING 
Hope to see you at our new shop 
128 E. Seneca Street 
(a few doars from the Temple Theatre) 
BETTY MILLARD 
& 
THE HOUSE OF CHINA 
(Continued on page 9)_ 
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CLOVER CLUB 
356 Elmira Rd. 
DANCING· 
Every Evening 
• 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
Every Night But Sunday 
• 
Su'?dayi,-- Rocle & Roll 
1
-!Y our Electronic:sSupermarket'' 
1201 Dryden Rd. • Ithaca 
By N.Y.S. Electric & Gas Co. 
, J :'":. :-;~f.!!:r•: ..; ... • ••,~I ,·,; ::-!~ ,: ',.r,,•, •t /' ;~•; ,·::" •\;,'";,, I ':,:•i' :~ • .:/ :-,(' t ..,; ~, .. ; ~'. ·., ,~·-·:.' .::~;•:·, ~..',",•I,,_'!•::,''.'',:,:,::;\.,:-~:;:,,:,~~"'(.'\":,:'. 
....... ':...,1 ',,,,,. '. 
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uccess 
FAST EFFICIENT ~ERVICE 
~ ' 
For All Your Insurance Heeds 
MOSES PETER 
419 W. Buffalo St. 
273-5693 
..,:.. -~' 
Send the Senion on 
their way • buy your 
GRADUATION CARDS 
CHARJAN'S 
State & Tior,a 
lthac:o 
War on Poverty vy To Give Recital 
The aim of the War on Poverty 
avid Levy, pianist, will pre- member of Phi Mu Alpha Sin- is to offer opportunities to the 
fonia Fraternity, Pi Kappa thirty-two million Americans 
1 · on Friday evening, May Lambda music honorary society, who live in poverty. College stu-
' at 8:15 p.m. in Ford Audi- Zeta Sigma Nu, and Oracle. He dents can make a meaningful 
·um. The program will in- bas been a member of the Con- contribution to this drive by put-
e two preludes and fugues _cert Choir and has toured with ting their abilities at the service 
· . The Well-Tempered Cla- that organization. His name bas of those in need. This can be 
· , . by J. S. ·Bach; the Sonata appeared in Who'• Who In done through the Office of Eco-
2 In B.flat Minor, Op. 35, by American Colleges and Univer- nomic Opportunity, where col-
pin: four pieces from Bela sltles. At I.C., be has appeared lege volunteer students are wel-
tok's ·Mlkrokosmos and the with the College Orchestra as corned. 
ro Barbero by the same well as in recital. In February For further information write 
poser; _an(J the Hungarian of this year he· was guest soloist to the National Federation of 
apsody No. 15 by Franz Liszt. with the Oneonta Symphony Or- Settlements in Neighborhood 
Mr. Levy, a Senior in the chestra, and has been invited Centers, 232 Madison Ave., New 
ool of Music; is a student of back for a second appearance. York, New York, 10016. 
essor Joseph Tague. He is a After graduation, he plans to 
Next time you 
need GAS 
Pull Into CAYUGA CAR 
WASH. Get your car 
washed for: 
79c with purch. of. 20 gal. 
99c with. purch. of 15 gal. 
1~49-wlth purch, of 10 gal. 
Check our pump prices--
It's the best buy In town 
CAYUGA CARW ASH 
230 S. Cayuga St. 
Ithaca 
earn his Master's degree, and 
hopes to become a college teach-
er. 
The Senior Professional Re-
cital is presented in partial ful-
fillment of the requirements for 
the degree, Bachelor of Music. 
GET UP 
The Hill this weekend, to 
the Triphammer . Shopping 
Center ••• see what's new 
in SPORTSWEAR at 
COUNTRY 
COUSINS, INC. 
FREE-:RiDE 
TO FINE DINNER 
SUNNYSIDE'$ SUNNYBUS SERVICE 
Tuescloy through Sunday 5-8 p.m. - Groups of 4 to 7 
Phone AR 3-1200 for free round-trip pickup service. 
Student Dinner Special $1.25 
SU-NNYSID.E. 
RESTAURANT· 
Elmira Road and Meadow St. 
where the GOOD food Is . 
WICB 
News 
Due to the summer vacation, 
WICB AM-FM will end operations 
on Tuesday, May 24th. Broadcast-
ing will resume on Sept. 6th. · 
A special sum.mer treat Js in 
store for listeners of WICB FM 
on Sunday, May 22. At 9 p.m. 
AI Rosen will present favorite 
roc'n roll songs about the sum-
mer. This special program will 
feature past hits, as well as Al's 
latest collection of records. About 
50 records will be played, and 
the show is sure to capture the 
summer ~agination of all who 
listen. AI will also have one of 
his contests that night. Over 40 
records have been given awaay to 
people in Ithaca Community and 
Ithaca College who know the 
right answers about music. 
To K.I. and the rest of my 
I.C. friends 
Good Luck ·on Your exams 
L.P.R. 
&tinirt!l 
~'~I • CLOTHlllS · FUlNISHElS • IMPOlTElS • HIANOLI ANNEX • COLUOE AVE • ITHACA, N.Y. ~ .. 
End~of-School-Year 
SALE 
When the School Year ends we're out of businessl All our famous, traditional, 
brand name apparel 11as to gol Take a trek. over to Stuart's on College Ave .•.• 
scoop up a closet-full of summer apparel for men and women. Save a mint 
during our Annual Salel .._ 
Men's Suits 
• 
reg. $47.SO to $59.95 
Choose FortreljZantrel poplin or 
Dacron/wool hopsacksl Tan, olive, 
navy or taupe. 
Ladies' Sportswear 
reg.to 
$13 S899 
z lor $17 
Bermudas, skirts, slacks by a fa• 
mous maker. AH, wish we could 
tell you the brandl Solids, prints, 
summer fabrics. 
Sport Coats 
reg. $35 to $39.95 
Beautiful imported India madras, 
wool blend plaids, denim summer• 
weights or blazers. Save, Savel 
Sleeveless Blouses 
reg. 
$4.00 
Cottons, Dacron/cottoM, helancasl 
Knit shells, mock turtle or V-necks 
In solid colors ·or dainty prints. 
MANY, MANY MORE UNADV~RTISED VALUES ! 
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Varsity Cheerleaders for 1966-67 
Row I, left to right: Cal"OI Porter, Patti Theydt, Kathy Montford, capt.; Vicki Burley, co,,capt.; 
Connie Reed. Row II, left to right: Sue Davies, Judy Diamond, Barb Wemer, Sue Dale, Sue 
Auster. 
IC Summer Workshops 
Art in the Wellsville (N.Y.) public 
schools, and others. 
A creative workshop in art A workshop, in band, open to 
will be conducted at Ithaca Col- teachers of instrumental music, 
lege from July 11 through Aug- will be -devoted to reading of 
ust 20 by Kent Floeter, assistan~ new band music and perfection 
professor of art. The workshop of a concert program. Director 
will meet daily, Monday through will 'be Frank Piersol, director 
Friday, from 1 until 4 in the of bands at Iowa State University 
afternoon, in Dormitory Nine on and past president of the Col-
the South Hill campus. lege Band Directors National As-
The workshop, which will be sociation. 
part of the regular undergrad- A choral music workshop will 
uate summer session, carries stress choral techniques in die-
three credits which may be ap- tion, rhythm, tone quality, in-
plied toward a bachelor's degree. tonation, style and balance. The 
The workshop is designed to Ithaca College Choir will be in 
provide the student with a work- attendance during part of the 
ing knowledge of painting, sculp- final seven days. The Choir's di-
ture and photography and to en- rector, Assoc. Prof. Gregg Smith, 
courage individual artistic ere- will head the faculty that will 
ativity. It includes studies in also inclule George Bragg, 
basic design in black, white and founder of the Texas Boys Choir 
color, oils, acrylic paints, col- and its director since 1946. 
lage and sculpture. The correlation of music, art 
Music 
and social studies will be taken 
up by a workshop directed by 
Prof. Celia Slocum and Assoc. 
Seven workshops in music, Prof. Helene Wickstrom of the 
intended primarily for teachers College faculty. They will be 
and for laymen with serious in- assisted by Elizabeth Kehoe of 
terests in music, will be held at the College, Arpad Darazus, 
Ithaca College during an 11-day Teachers College, Columbia; 
period starting Thursday, June John Bozzone, head of social 
28 and continuing through Fri- studies, DeWitt Junior High 
day, July 8. During the final School, Ithaca; June Dolph, art 
eight days there will be six ma- coordinator, Ithaca public 
jor concerts. schools; and Maurice Whitney, 
The · seven workshops will music director, Glens Falls 
bring to the Ithaca College cam- (N.Y.) public schools. The work-
pus many outstanding teachers shop is designed to acquaint the 
and performers to join with the classroom and the music teach-
College faculty in conducting ers on elementary and second-
the workshops. Each workshop ary levels with the "new look" 
will carry three academic credits. 'Iit"enlarging and coordinating 
A youth string workshop will the curricula in music, art and 
be offered for both teachers and social studies. 
for outstanding youths from 15 
to 20 years of age. There will be 
intensive daily sessions of cham- AS I SEE IT 
ber music and string orchestra (Continued from page 4) 
A workshop in functional key-
board harmony for piano majors 
and students with limited key-
board facility will deal with 
modern techniques including 
choral construction, voicings and 
doublings, regular and alternate 
chord progressions, and the tech-
nique of playing from "lead 
sheets," and playing styles for 
classroom use: Prof. Philip 
Klein of the Onondaga Com-
munity College, Syracuse, and 
Leighton Tiffault of the Phoenix 
(N.Y.) schools, are on the work-
shop faculty. 
A workshop in music theatre 
design will be headed by Assoc. 
Prof. George Hoerner of Ithaca 
College and will acquaint teach-
ers with the problems and meth-
ods of staging musical events at 
the high school and community 
level. Another workshop on 
music theatre direction will be 
held under the direction of Asst. 
Prof. Robert Bardwell of the 
College. 
The six concerts will be held 
in Ford Hall auditorium, starting 
at 8:15 each evening. The sched· 
ule is as follows: New York 
Brass Quintet, Friday, July l; 
Guarneri String Quartet, Sunday, 
July 3; Clarion Woodwind Quin-
tet, Monday, July 4; Ithaca Col-
lege Choir, Tuesday, July 5; 
Youth String Workshop, Tues-
day, July 6; and the Band Work-
shop, Thursday, July 7. 
WICB 
Top 10 
This 
Week 
Last 
Week 
1 playing. High school quartet the administration on its liberal 
units are especially welcomed. reforms. There are still many 
The faculty of the workshop will needed improvements (specifi- 2 
include Sanford Reuning of cally in reference to the library 
Ithaca College, director; Asst. and final exam schedule) but we 
Prof. George Andrix; Frederick should not forget that the ad- 3 
Zimmerman, double bass of the ministration does, to some extent, 
New York Philharmonic Or- act on the expressed desires of 
4 Groovy Kind of Love 
Mind benders 
5 Love Is Like An Itch• 
ing In My Heart 
Supremes 
2 Monday, Monday 
Mama's and the 
Papa's 
1 Rainy Day Women 
No. 12 and 35 
chestra, Adelburt Purga, violinist the students. 4 
and conductor, director of music I would suggest that the admin-
A & W DRIVE IN 
Fish Sandwich 25c 
323 Elmira Rd. 
istration print, perhaps in the 
Ithacan, the reasons why certain 5 
policies are followed and why 
some students' desires can not be 6 
met. In this way, the student 
body can be made more aware of 
what is being done for them. 
Susan Wayne 
LETTERS 
(Continued from page 7) 
7 
8 
at Cornell to see a paradise of 
student expression, in compari- 9 
son to J.C. The new students will 
not tolerate this suffocation. U 
there is no change in policy, I 10 
look forward to a miniature 
Berkeley within a few short 
Bob Dylan 
3 Message to Michael 
Dianne Warwick 
19 Did You Ever Have 
To Make Up Your 
Mind? 
Lovin' Spoonfuls 
9 The Sun Ain't Gonna 
Shine (Anymore) 
Walker Brothers · 
6 How Does That Grab 
You Darlin' 
Nancy Sinatra 
14 When A Man Loves A 
Woman 
Percy Sledge 
16 It's A Man's Man's 
Man's World 
James Brown 
Ithaca years. Jay E. Silberman 
Ed. Note: Are you kidding mel 
Pick Hit: Cloudy Summer After• 
noon-Barry Mcquire 
Complied by Al Rosen 
" :o;; 
., 
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Varsity Baseball Tenllis Team Takes The Sports :Scop 
H W. . g s Three Mo·re Wins . . by BIii Goodhue ... as llllllll eason. Well It finally happened-the Beardless Clams were knoc 
d 9 With _three wins over the last Monday 1.c. 6.5 vs. Harpur 2.5 from the ranks of the undefeated as they were the victims Recor -5 week, the I.e. tennis team has Sinai•• Delta Sigma Pi in a 12-11 ball game-but Manager Lou Cr 
The Ithaca College Bombers as- Sunday (doubleheader) established itself as the best in (1) Bud Eisenberg, 1, beat says it won't hap.pen again. . 
sured themselves of a winning the school's history. The Bomber Abramson, H, 6-4, 6-2. Cornell's baseball team is having it~ usual up and down seas 
season with three wins over the· I.e. 6 LeMoyne 2 netmen now sport a 6-1 record (2) Steve Kuzman I beat Gold- but last weekend it upset Army 4-0 on East Hill-it was Arm 
weekend. LC. 7 LeMoyne 1 with two matches remaining. scholl, H, 6-3, 6-1. ' ~ first defeat in ~e Eastern League. · 
This will be the 19th consecu- The Bombers journeyed to Since the team consists of five (3) Glenn Sexton, I, beat Slotis, J~st recently, a player in the Pacific Coast Baseball Lea 
tive season that Ithaca has had a H 2 d d f d 
. . . ·t la t h d Syracuse and swept both ends of sophomores ·six juniors and no , 6-4, 6- • was suspen e or a year, an possibly indefinitely for strik' 
wmnmg season since 1 s a ' ' h l · h b 
a losing record in 1935. The a doubleheader behind the strong seniors, coach AI Estey should (4) Newmbole, H, beat Gene anot er P _ayer wit a at-the same should have happened 
Bombers are now 9-5 with two pitching efforts of Bob Klausner have a strong nucleus for some- Gould, I, 8-6, 6-3. Juan Man ch al last year-no matter how much a team may 
games remaining. and Dave Fortura. In the first time to come. (5) Bill Brodsky, I, beat How- pend on one player, an attack with a bat is one with a dea 
S d I C 16 C W P t 1 
game, Klausner not only turned Wed d I C Utica ard, H, _3-6, 8-6, 6-3. weapon. , atur ay . • vs. . . os . f • • nes ay . . vs. . 
m one o the best pitching per- (6) Kober, H, beat Bill Goodhue, Last week three new Ithaca College track records we~e 
First baseman George Vale- formances of the year, but be Slngln I, 6-0, 6-0. Shot Put, Bob Burnham, 50'5"; Broad Jump, .Pete Toomey, 
=!: ~!stt~~t~::baC: ::7a:f:d0! also w:15 tbr~e for three at the (1) Bud Eisenberg, I, beat Bod- Doubles 11½"; J~yelin, Brad Jaworski, 195'11". 
single, double and home run in plate, _mcluding a_double. Klaus .. marczuk, u, 6-0, 6-1, (1) Kuzman and Eisenberg, I, 
k d hi d beat Abramson -and Goldscholl, 
five ·• appearances to the pla~. ner. pie e - ap s secon wm (2) Thorne U beat Steve Kuz- H 6-3 6-2. 
Don Lando also had three hits against no defeats with a four ' ' ' ' THE NEW 
with three singles in four at bats hitter over his seven inning stint. man, I, 6-4, 2-6, 75· (2) Sexton ~d Gould, I, beat 
and Dave Barton homered and Roy Wiedinmyer hurled hitless (3) Mike Goodman, I, beat Gil- Schatz and Slatis, H, 6-2, 6-4. COLLEGE SPA 
sthingle~. J?hn Bli:ofmlefy Cpi~edFup ball over the last two frames. lasch, U, 6-2, 6-2. (3) Brodsky and Goodhue, I, 
e wm m re e o raig ox . beat Howard and Kohler, H, 6-4, 
who had to leave the game after Don Lando was two for four with (4) Glenn Sexton, I, beat Gale- 5-7, 3-1. (rain). . George AlledN, Your Host 
being hit on the kneecap with a a home run and Jerry Foody van, U, 6-2, 6-0. 
.. 
·~ 
·~ 0 
pitched ball. · added two singles in four at bats. (5) Gene Gould, I, beat Emery, 
In the second game, Dave For- u, 6-4, 6-3. Ithaca Runners 
h N. . tuna allowed only two hits (6) B.ll B d k I, beat s w· 0 R w Fros tners through six innings as the Bomb- eckyj, J, 6-2,r~2~ Y, av- tpe ut 
ers completed a double sweep Have 6-1 Mark wit heffe~tive use of its six hits. _ Doub••· 90 to 4 7 c 
John Tensta went two for three ( 
Face Big Red Today and has taken over the B:A. lead (l) Thorne and Bodnarczwk, Last Thursday~ the LC. track-
·th 422 D B to ll ted U, beat Goodhue and Scribner. I, men swamped the cinder.men of w1 . . ave ar n co ec ., ., .. A Rob rts w I nn A,7 ?I'll. 
tw RBI' "th tw ru· fli u-.>, u-s. e es eyan in,-.z • .a.ue Three athletes who led Ithaca O s Wl O sac ice es . . . Rochester area track was under 
College to a fine 16-4 freshman and Angie Giugllano chipped in <2> Sampten and San Mano, I, constant rainfall, but Ithaca swept 
basketball record this past with a double. beat Golwan and Leach, U; 2-6, the field events and half the 
winter are the leading hitters on ---- 6-l, 6-4. run.n.u:'g ~~nts. to win its fourth 
. meet m six outings. 
the Bomber cubs baseball team L CJ b (3) Durkin and McCongley, I, P 1 ult-J cks LC 9,. acrosse U Bo d K dsser U ,. 2 o e va a on, ., , that sports a 6-1 mark. The beat wer an al , , .,., , High JumP-Canclo, LC., 5,10''; 
frosh will play here today Loses Second 6-4. Shot Put-Burnham, LC., 43'7"; 
against Cornell on Freeman Broad Jump-Hoomey, I.C., 19'1"; 
Field. Saturday I.e. 9 VS. LeMoyne O Javelin-Robbins, tc.,· 151'5". 
First Baseman Brian Truhn, To Bucknell Singles Discus-Burnham, LC., 124' 
dill · th · ·tte 1%"; Triple Jump-Destefano, Una a, IS e leading hi r The LC. Lacrosse Club dropped I c 35'10''· 440 relay - LC 
with a robust .438 average. Dale its second game to Bucknell at (l) Bud Eisenberg, I, beat Vince Al~o, V~ Cauwenberg, GaJh: 
Dirk, Webster outfielder, is sec- Lewisburg Saturday, but with one Franey, L, 6-2, 6-0. gher, Toomey, 47.8; Mlle-Demps-
ond with a .409 mark and nine game remaining Coach Ware's (2) Steve Kuzman, I, beat Tom ter, R, 4:39.3; 440-Congdon, LC., 
·hits c tch Riehl Mill • ' . 54.4; 100-Van Cauwenberg 10.7; 
r · a ~r e . er, team will imish with the club's Sbarty, L, 6-2, 6-l. 880-Duffy, R, 2:08.3; 220-tie 
Ithaca, who IS also a fine foot- best record to date. (3) Glenn Sexton I, beat Jim between Alusio I.C., and Brox, 
ball player, is the third leading Led b th . . f "Flash" Campbell L 6-l ~- R, 22.9; 330 Hurdles-Co~don, 
hitter with a .350 average. He Y e sconng O · ' ' ' J.C. 42.7; two mlle-Trie, R, 11: 
leads the team with three home Patterson, Al Burczak, and Scott (4) Bill Brodsky, I, beat Reg 14.2; Mile Relay-R.W., 3:47.5. 
runs and 17 total bases. Kempe, and a stout defense head- Baker, L, 6-0, 6-0. 
ed by Joe Casserella, Conrad 
Paul Giroux, a scrappy second Jurgens, Dave Foster and goalie (5) Forfeit 
baseman and quarterback from John Schuckle, the Bombers have . (6) Forfeit 
Peru, is hitting .500, but has not complied a 4-3 mark for this year. Doubles 
seen action in the last four . 
d t l · · An At Bucknell Patterson scored (1) Bill Goodhue and JlDl San games ue o a eg IDJury. • , . 
other football quarterback, Gary two goals and added an assist to Marco, I, beat Franey and Shar· 
Wal N. Falls sh th increase his total points to 27 in tey, L, 5-7, 7-5, 6-1. os, iagara , ares e 
team leadership with Dirk with seven games-about a four point . (2) Fri:mk Durkin and John Mc-
nine hits, and is clubbing the average. Ken Takayama and Scott Conegly, I, beat Campbell and 
ball at a .321 pace. Kempe each chipped in with a Baker, L, 6-3, 6-0. 
Second Baseman Bob Aloian, sco~e and ~ill ~mith added an (3) Forfeit 
St C th ; 0 t h lso assist. The fmal score was 10-4. . a ennes, n , _w o a 
.•• Since 1850: 
BROO.KS 
(1) (2) 
THREE 
PHARMACIES 
... good, old-fashioned 
drugstores ... serving youl 
. I College $pa fhe Mosf 
216 E. STATE STiEEr 
"'",-
o,. , ..... ,. 
Just Across From The 
Grand Union · 
FOOT-LOCK~RS 
and 
STEAMER TRUNKS 
$7.88 
to 
$24.88 
HAROLD'S ARMY NAVY STORE 
106 • 108~N. Cayuga St. 
AU AMERICAN 
GIRL 
OF THE WEEK 
THE. DERBY·· 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE . 
Pleasant· Atmosphere 
for dates 
plays football and hockey, is hit· 
ting .313 after taking over for 
Scoring Ithaca 'Shopping Plaza, 
Giroux. 
Coach Hugh Hurst has been R. Patterson 
pleased at the way his team has A. Burczak 
been bombing opposing pitchers. K 
· S. empe In seven games the cubs have 
scored 64 runs to the opposi- N. Cinquemani 
tion's 48. They have defea~d D. Higgins 
Cornell, Hobart, Cortland, Os- B S 'th 
wego twice, and have split with · mi 
Colgate. D. Jones· 
The frosh will play a double· C. Jurgens 
header here on Tuesday against K. Takayama 
Brockport, entertain Cortland on 
May 19, and finish out the sea- D. FoSter 
gls. ash. pts. 
15 12 27 
15 
10 
4 
2 
2 
3 
0 
2 
7 22 
3 13 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
Summer Employment 
-Interviews ·now being conducted for New York City, 
New York State, Northwest Pa., and New Jersey areas, 
, 
-in the field.of educational materials containing quali-
. fied prospective, ability only 
-$47 5 a month starting salary plus bonuses 
-must be neat, aggressive and able to meet and inter-
-view people 
--Call 273-2452 for arranging an interview with · Mr. 
Paddock. 
JEANNE BAKEMAN 
PE '67 
receives 5 gallons of. 
gas FREE 
at 
Frank's American 
201 W. Seneca St. 
son at Cornell, May 20. B. Orendorf 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1L.-____________________ __, 
55,000 RECORD STOCK CLOSEOUT 
END OF SCHOOL YEAR 
ROCK N' ROll, FOLK, JAZZ,· ALL CLASSICAL, AND SETS 
REAL BARGAIN I 
SAlE HAS STARTED - C'MON DOWN 
ALL SALES FINAL - LIMmiD TO STOCK 
LENT'S MUSIC STORE - 210 N. Tioga St. 
ANYONE FOR TENNIS? 
Rackets, balls, men's and women's clothing, restringing 
or 
WOULD YOU BB.IEVE GOLF 
Clubs, bags, CCM'tl, dothlng 
Spedal .• WIison Pinehurst balls. 6.95 doz •. 
Jt~ g~ Q"°'4 
420 Eddy St, 
Elmlra Rel. " . 
272-97·15 
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